APPROVED MINUTES - APPROVED at the April 14, 2021 Meeting

Meeting Minutes
COVID-19 Mitigation and Management Task Force

April 1, 2021
10:00 A.M.
Video-Teleconference
Tanya Benitez/Meagan Werth Ranson

DATE

Attendance

TIME
METHOD
RECORDER

Task Force Voting Member Attendance
Member Name

Present

Caleb Cage
Richard Whitley
Terry Reynolds
Jaime Black
David Fogerson
Felicia Gonzales
Brett Compston
Meagan Werth Ranson
Chris Lake
Dagny Stapleton
Wesley Harper
Mark Pandori

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Task Force Non-Voting Member Attendance

Kyra Morgan
Lisa Sherych
Julia Peek
Melissa Peek-Bullock
Malinda Southard
Lesley Mohlenkamp
Samantha Ladich

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1. Call to Order and Roll Call
Chair Caleb Cage, Governor’s Office (GO), called the meeting to order. Roll call was performed by Meagan Werth
Ranson, GO. Quorum was established for the meeting.

2. Public Comment
Chair Cage opened the discussion for public comment in all venues. Written public comment is attached.
Kimberly Brock provided the following public comment, “I am just calling today to express my gratitude towards
everyone involved in the approval of the sports directive. I know there are so many happy kids around town
excited that they can finally play their sport because all sports restrictions have been lifted. Rest assured, many
sports have been ongoing including a lot with travel. We have had all types of competitions that have occurred
in and out of town very safely, and we will continue to do so moving forward. Thanks again, Task Force, for
listening to our pleas to approve all sports. And especially you Caleb, thank you. You have all made so many kids
very happy. Thank you.”
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Alejandra Delgado provided the following public comment, “I just want to thank you for listening. I am calling
on behalf of families of incarcerated, including my brother. I know the State has been slowly opening. My
concern is when will visitation to prisons be allowed. I know casinos are now running at 50 percent, as well as
restaurants. I miss my brother, so I think it is time for families to be able to see their loved ones in prison. Thank
you.”
Mark St. John provided the following public comment, “I wanted to speak on everyone’s behalf. I think most of
the callers on this call are our kids and our parents, and they will not be staying on the call. I am going to be
thanking you for them. We just wanted to thank you for carving out the time to hear us. I wish everyone on the
Task Force was able to see, just to get a glimpse, of the impact you guys made in these kids’ lives and how
grateful they are, and we are. We still have some hurdles to get through and this was the first step on us getting
back to full contact and having games. We wanted to thank the Task Force. Meagan, thank you for your emails
and Caleb thank you for carving out the time and making your team available. With that, we will sign off. I think
everyone with Water Polo, you guys can all hang up, but we wanted you to see our numbers. So, thank you to
the Task Force, thank you to Caleb, and thank you for hearing us out. Have a good rest of the day.”
Claire Kohatsu provided the following public comment, “Caleb and the rest of the Task Force, on behalf of
basketball and all youth sports and even right down to neighborhood kids that can now play hoops in the park.
We really appreciate your time and consideration and thinking about these kids that need that part of their life
back. To get back to normalcy, to better mental and physical health. It is important to them. As you can imagine,
when you were a little kid how important sports was as a part of growing up. It teaches them so much and we
are really glad to move forward, and we really appreciate your time, consideration, and letting youth sports go
again. Thank you so much.”

3. Approval of Minutes
Chair Cage called for a motion to amend or approve the draft minutes from March 16, 2021, March 17, 2021,
and March 18, 2021, Task Force meetings. A motion to approve the draft minutes as presented was provided
by Chief David Fogerson, Division of Emergency Management (DEM), and a second was provided by Director
Terry Reynolds, Business and Industry (B&I). Motion passed unanimously.
4. Current Situation Report
Kyra Morgan, Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), provided an overview of the current situation
in Nevada as it relates to COVID to include the following (slides were also included in the meeting packet):
o

Cases
o
o
o
o

197 14-day rolling average cases daily
217 cases per 100,000 over the last 30 days
303,762 cumulative cases
9,646 cumulative cases per 100,000

o

Testing
o 223 tests/day per 100,000 over the last 14 days
o 4.2% test positivity rate over the last 14 days
o 2,950,952 cumulative tests

o

Hospitalizations
o 273 confirmed and suspected hospitalizations
o 77 total ICU
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o
o

Deaths
o
o
o
o

42 total ventilators

3 14-day rolling average deaths daily
5 deaths per 100,000 over the last 30 days
5,249 cumulative deaths
167 cumulative deaths per 100,000

Ms. Morgan provided the group with an update regarding the slides provided in the handouts showing the
trends of COVID-19 in Nevada. Ms. Morgan noted daily new cases are stabilizing at approximately 200 new
cases per day. The statewide case rate per 100,000 is just above the threshold used in the county criteria, at
217 per 100,000 residents over the past 30 days. Test positivity has been decreasing for the past eight weeks,
averaging 4.2% over the past two weeks. Nevada has accomplished the World Health Organization (WHO) goal
of 5.0% on March 19, 2021, for test positivity rate and, since then, it has continuously been lower than the WHO
goal. Daily hospitalizations are beginning to stabilize, with 273 confirmed and suspected COVID‐19 cases
hospitalized in Nevada hospitals as of March 30, 2021. This is the lowest total (confirmed and suspected)
number of hospitalized COVID‐19 patients since the Nevada Hospital Association (NHA) began tracking these
numbers. Nevada continues to see a decline in the number of COVID‐19 deaths, averaging three deaths per day
over the previous two weeks. As of March 31, 2021, Nevada had administered 1,244,720 doses of vaccine to
Nevada residents. This equates to about 25% of Nevadans having initiated vaccination and almost 15% of
Nevadans being fully vaccinated. For the population 16 years and older, over 32% have initiated vaccination,
and over 18% have been fully vaccinated. As of March 31, 2021, Nevada clinics had administered 1,285,726
doses of vaccine (836,760 initial doses and 477,922 doses completed). For Specimens collected March 2, 2021,
through March 31, 2021, it has taken approximately one day after specimen collection for results to be
reported. Ms. Morgan noted in terms of updated county criteria, Lincoln is the only county flagged for elevated
disease transmission. Lincoln was flagged with a high-test positivity (>8%) and a low average number of tests
per day per 100,000. Excluding the prison/inmate population does not significantly impact most counties’
overall status for elevated disease transmission. Counties that have relatively high increases in testing and case
rates after excluding prison inmate populations are due to having few to zero COVID‐19 positive inmates. Since
the number of tests and/or cases remains relatively constant and the population size or denominator is smaller
without the inmate population, an increase in testing and case rates would be expected. Chair Cage noted it is
good news as to where the numbers are currently. Chief Fogerson noted in December of 2020, the State got
the Nevada National Guard (NVNG), DEM, and the Immunization Program together to work on a plan for
vaccines. The goal was to be able to immunize 60 percent of the Nevada population eligible in 180 days. The
data Ms. Morgan provided shows Nevada is 32 percent at 90 days. To see Nevada is halfway there is a testament
to the local partners and the health districts. Also, the assistance Nevada has received from the Immunization
program, Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and the NVNG is working.
5. Update on Nevada’s Roadmap to Recovery Transition Plan
Chair Cage spoke to Nevada’s Roadmap to Recovery Transition Plan. Chair Cage noted there are approximately
two weeks before the State starts to receive plans and updates from the local county partners. The State has
been working with local partners and various groups to address concerns and answer questions. The first
question is with respect to events and specific groups or groupings of activities that have been limited due to
COVID-19 mitigation measures. The Task Force has been working with youth sports organizations, amateur
groups, and non-Nevada Interscholastic Activities Association (NIAA) or the high school sports programs
associated with Nevada’s official school programs in trying to find ways to allow them back into the activities
that they love. The Task Force’s goal has been to ensure this is being done in a way that is equitable, across the
board, where Nevada is opening things back up that can make a difference and can be effectively reopened
without major risks to the public health landscape and do so in a way that is responsible as well. The Task Force
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always welcomes public comment in these meetings. Many of the ways the Task Force has been a part of the
conversations is by following the public comment provided at the meetings and gathering additional
information to address the concerns. This has resulted in the sports directive that was recently released. This is
done in a deliberate way where the Task Force gets input from groups to make sure that all the needs associated
with the concerns are being met. There are also directives and announcements regarding the vaccination effort.
April 5, 2021, is an important and exciting day for vaccination efforts here in the State. The second question
that has come up is the current directive that is in place currently, which lays the groundwork for return to local
authority on May 1, 2021. The Governor has kept in place in his directive, several provisions to protect the
public health. The mask mandate will remain in place. Organizations like the Gaming Control Board (GCB) will
remain responsible for coordinating, enforcing, and working with their licensees, the Division of Industrial
Relations (DIR) and other organizations to ensure everything is being done to protect the public. One of the
lines in the guidance and the directive that has been cause for confusion is the social distancing and hygiene
requirements related to or introduced through Directive 021 that are to remain in place after May 1, 2021. The
requirements are continuing to be reviewed. The goal is to make sure the spirit and letter of the directive are
met moving toward May 1, 2021and the transition to local authority. Ensuring the State is giving back as much
authority over those requirements as possible doing so in a way that allows protection of public health and
public safety of the State. Clarifying guidance will be issued as soon as possible. Felicia Gonzales, Nevada
Department of Education (DOE) noted as of the release of Directive 041, Section 14, school districts, charter
schools and private schools may now apply for large gatherings through B&I. Ms. Gonzales inquired if B&I is
already seeing applications and inquired if there is anything DOE can to do to assist or facilitate efforts. Ms.
Gonzales noted the large gathering approval will also transition over to the counties as of May 1, 2021. The
focus of these transition plans has not necessarily been about schools, just want to make sure that everyone is
aware that these types of applications for graduation ceremonies or other larger gathering events will be
coming. Director Reynolds noted B&I has been approving graduation events. B&I has done several so far and
have received great cooperation. People are figuring out what to do and doing it quickly. So that is a good thing.
B&I has approved open outside graduations for the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) and the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV). That process went well, they were well organized and ready to go. The Charter
Schools and other schools in the State are doing the same thing. B&I understands the timelines that are in place
and are trying to expedite the approval to ensure adequate planning for all parties involved. B&I is seeing a lot
of youth sports activities a well. B&I has processed and approved almost at 700 events statewide. It is going
well and there has not been any pushback on guidelines. Everyone is working diligently to have safe events.
Chair Cage noted Section 14 of Directive 041, lays the message out clearly. As Director Reynolds noted, there is
already activity underway. Dr. Christopher Lake, Nevada Hospital Association (NHA) inquired if B&I approves a
plan that is after the May 1, 2021date, do counties or event organizers need to resubmit the plan to the County
or will the approval carry forward. Director Reynolds noted the approval will carry forward. There are events
that are in May and June, but the entity needs to know now in order to prepare. B&I has been approving those
events and notifying the County and entity know so that they are aware. B&I is also working with GCB and
notifying them of events. B&I does not want them to go through a double process. Chair Cage noted Meagan
Werth Ranson has provided a timeline of the changes of the Task Force meetings for April. Ms. Werth-Ranson
noted there will not be a meeting on April 8, 2021however, there will be meetings on April 14, 2021, April 15,
2021, and April 22, 2021.
6. Update on State COVID-19 Vaccine Distribution Plan and Flu Vaccine Update
Candice McDaniel, Division of Public and Behavioral Health (DPBH), provided an update on the COVID-19
Vaccine Distribution Plan and Flu Vaccine. Ms. McDaniel noted her appreciation for Ms. Morgan and her team
for all their work to update the dashboard in terms of additional data. It is important to see those individuals
who are eligible, individuals who are 16 and 17 years old, and then all the adults and what percentage of those
populations have been reached. Ms. McDaniel noted this week, DPBH is looking at finishing vaccinations for
some of the occupational groups, along with those with underlying health conditions. Most importantly in the
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pharmacy setting. Next week DPBH is expanding to further reach those individuals who are able to get
vaccinated and want to support the need for patience throughout the entire process. As in the first week of this
response, Nevada is never able to get enough vaccine in a weeks’ time to reach an entire occupational group
or general population group. It is encouraging that the State has seen since the beginning of the Biden
Administration the incremental increases in allocation for this State. Next week the State has a significant
allocation coming. Work is also being done to expand vaccine locations. Within the retail pharmacy program,
the federal program opened additional pharmacy sites. These are all supported by federal allocation. Each site
has their individual scheduling links that can be found on the nvcovidfighter.org webpage. Allocation is also
supported through the counties and jurisdictions and looking for expansion at private providers. The State is
looking at family practices down the street, but the federal allocation is also being sent to federally qualified
health centers. Last week, the dialysis centers received allocation straight from the federal government. It is
really encouraging to have all these different streams of vaccine coming into the State at different sites. As
Nevada works through the response and is supporting more of these mass sites and mass vaccination Points of
Distribution (PODs), what the state will see happen is increased access, in possibly a smaller capacity. That is
something to look forward to. One theme that Nevada has always upheld as the most important is the equity
part of this entire response. It has always been an underlying theme in decisions made. As the access points
expand and providers are able to provide the vaccine, Nevada will be able to support an increase in the
equitable access. This includes the already established community partners who have incredible reach into the
community to support a POD. A church is a good example of this. . Nevada will see this shift going from high
efficiency with mass pods, to balancing that with maybe a low efficiency but far better reach in the communities.
The need to balance these things not only at the State level, at the Immunization Program in terms of where
allocation is sent, but also in all the Counties. They will be working with their prospective community-based
providers to ensure those access points are growing through the response. The biggest thing to look forward to
as Nevada moves through this is understanding the allocation is still that weekly cadence. Those appointments
will open week after week. Ms. McDaniel noted the need to continue to have patience. Understand this is a
transitional phase for a little while there are fewer mass pods and more community-based events. Chair Cage
noted the local partners have been working with Immunize Nevada and Ms. McDaniel’s team to get this out
and as Chief Fogerson noted earlier, the 90-day mark at 32 percent is a big deal and especially with the goals
and changes every day. It is good to hear where Nevada is and where the state stands moving forward,
especially with respect to April 5, 2021. Ms. Julia Peek, DPBH, noted that Ms. McDaniel has been promoted. Ms.
McDaniel will be moving to the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services (DWSS) as a Deputy Administrator.
This is the last meeting with her. Ms. McDaniel has done a phenomenal job leading the vaccination efforts in
the state. Chair Cage thanked Ms. McDaniel for everything. Chair Cage noted Ms. McDaniel has built a great
team and will do great work in her new role within the DHHS family as well. Chief Fogerson seconded Ms. Peek’s
comments. Chief Fogerson noted Ms. McDaniel has been an amazing partner with DEM and has helped figure
out how to help build the plan. Ms. McDaniel has been with DEM in every step of the process. Ms. McDaniel
has been a wonderful partner for our great State and Chief Fogerson is sad to see her go. Chief Fogerson wished
Ms. McDaniel the best in her new role.
7. Update on State COVID-19 Vaccine Equity and Outreach Plan
Heidi Parker, Immunize Nevada, provided an update on State COVID-19 Vaccine Equity and Outreach Plan. Ms.
Parker noted the Governor spoke about an equity initiative and challenged Nevada with meeting that initiative.
At the same time, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) vaccine distribution funding that came
into Nevada also had directives in it about vaccine equity, with some guidance on the percentage of that funding
that needed to be directed toward those efforts. In partnership with the Nevada State Immunization program,
Immunize Nevada, and the Nevada Minority Health and Equity Coalition, the Nevada Vaccine Equity
Collaborative was formed. This is a partnership is comprised of a number of members from the public, private,
and state community partners. The Nevada Vaccine Equity Collaborative is excited about who has joined so far
and are continuing to add to that collaborative. The Nevada Vaccine Equity Collaborative has met a few times
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but has also formed two additional work groups to drive the efforts towards vaccine distribution, ensuring
equity, as well as communication outreach efforts. Those efforts are well on their way. A toolkit will be available
to distribute next week.
David Perez, Public Affairs and Community Engagement Manager, noted the two workgroups came out of the
collaborative. One is focused on communications and outreach and the second is focused on equitable
distribution. For equitable distribution, the Nevada Vaccine Equity Collaborative collects input from the
members of the collaborative and compiles information to see where it is, the workgroup can best host some
of these pop-up clinics to reach those hard-to-reach community members, making sure those clinics are
provided with language-specific information, translators if needed, and any special assistance that may be
required to access the vaccine. For the second workgroup, which is communications and outreach, the
workgroup has recently collected input and created a distribution plan for communications. This a little bit
separate from what ESTIPONA Group is doing but understand when promoting this information sometimes it
must come from a trusted resource that is not always a healthcare provider. It could be a local community
leader, a faith leader, or a sports coach for example. Being able to collect those contacts and put them together
to use as a distribution point, when this information is available, is important. The next meeting is April 7, 2021.
The Nevada Vaccine Equity Collaborative is more than happy to send out an invite if you would like and or if
you know of any who would like to participate, the door is always open. The Nevada Vaccine Equity
Collaborative wants to invite as many people as possible to collect input from throughout the State. Ms. Parker
added to Ms. McDaniel’s point about the importance of the pop-up sites. Some of these clinics have already
started. A great example is an ongoing partnership with Catholic Charities in Southern Nevada to vaccinate
those that are experiencing homelessness. This collaboration is seeing great success with the partnership that
has been developed to provide those pop-up clinics. It emphasizes how important bringing vaccine into the
community really is and while they may not be those large numbers seen at these mass clinic site, the goals of
those clinics are being met. They are serving a few hundred each time. It is key to continue to build up those
sites. Community partners that are interested in working on identifying sites also are very welcome to reach
out and work with the community health workers on providing services at those sites and bringing volunteers
and vaccinators as well.
Chelsey Brice, Account Executive; Mikalee Byerman, Vice President of Strategy; and Paige Galeoto, Creative
Director with ESTIPONA Group spoke to the strategy and resources available for Nevada’s statewide outreach
campaign and provided the group with an update regarding the slides provided in the handouts:
•

Goals
o Encourage as many eligible Nevadans as possible to get COVID-19 vaccine
o Inclusive effort, embracing Nevada’s diverse communities

•

Research
o COVID-19 Vaccine Demand Continuum
▪ Resistant 20%
▪ Skeptical 20%
▪ Open but Uncertain 30%
▪ Intending 30%

•

Vaccine Skepticism Driven By:
o Concern about safety and side effects from COVID-19 vaccines
o Speed of the clinical development process
o Distrust in the political and economic motives of the government and corporations
o Established and novel conspiracy theories involving vaccines
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•

Phase 1 Outreach: Educate
o Get Your COVID-19 Vaccine
o Is the COVID-19 vaccine safe
o We can end this Pandemic

•

Phase 2 Outreach: Inspire to Take Action
o Messaging elements that resonate across audiences
▪ Acknowledge Concerns
▪ Acknowledge people’s hesitancy rather than challenge it
▪ Provide the promise of scientific unbiased answers
▪ Moments Missed
▪ Highlighting moments of human connection missed serve as a powerful reminder that
vaccination is a pathway to regaining these moments
▪ Protection
▪ Emphasis on protecting myself, loved ones and those most vulnerable
▪ Positive Tone
▪ Inviting and respectful as opposed to demanding
▪ Acknowledge that the choice is yours to make, which ties to deeply rooted American values of
liberty and freedom
o Messaging Elements Rejected Across Audiences
▪ Negativity and Fear
▪ Avoid reminders of how difficult the year has been, as it can invoke a sense of hopelessness
▪ Fear tactics do not generate trust or answer questions about vaccines
▪ The Right Thing to Do
▪ References to “many people already stepping up” can come off as pushy or accusatory
▪ Over-promising or Obfuscation
▪ Most understand that mass vaccination is a long-term process. Avoid messages that imply
vaccine availability will “flip the switch”
▪ “Back to Normal”
▪ For most, post-pandemic life will never be “the way it was”
▪ It is more about getting back to life rather than back to normal

•

Strategy: 3 Million Reasons
o This icon represents Nevada’s 3 million residents, each of whom is one of our 3 million reasons to
promote COVID-19 vaccination.
o Examples
▪ Hugging Grandkids
▪ Getting together
▪ Singing in the Choir
▪ Preserving Traditions

•

Messaging Best Practices
o Lead with empathy in messaging efforts – goal = protect all Nevadans, keep them safe and healthy
o Appeal to desire to protect loved ones
o Ask group influencers to help deliver messages to individual groups
o Respect audience’s independence: get informed
o Acknowledge questions and concerns with respect and understanding
o Remind audiences of human connecting – getting back to the people and events we miss so much
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•

Partner Resources
o Existing materials on “Partner Resource” page
▪ Videos
▪ Flyers
▪ Fact sheets
▪ Stickers
▪ Social media posting guide
o Co-branding opportunities
o Local/regional media support

•

Outreach Tactics
o Media Tactics
▪ Buses – interior and exterior (urban)
▪ Bus shelters (urban)
▪ Outdoor billboards (urban, rural)
▪ Newsprint (rural)
▪ Digital ads (urban, rural)
▪ Streaming video (urban, rural)
▪ Broadcast TV (urban, rural)
▪ Broadcast radio (urban, rural)
▪ Cable TV (urban, rural)
▪ Social media – organic and paid posts (urban, rural)
o Community/Grassroots
▪ In addition to paid and social media, grassroots outreach efforts will also take place in rural and
underserved communities.

Chair Cage inquired how the County and Tribal partners and other groups may be able to benefit from this
statewide campaign and is there a way for them to incorporate their marketing efforts or take this campaign
and localize it for themselves. Ms. Brice noted for any community partners that are interested in integrating
pieces of this campaign into their specific outreach, if there is not something already on the website that works
for the county and there is a need in getting it localized, reach out. When Ms. Parker distributes the full guide,
ESTIPONA Groups contact information will be included. Reach out and the group is happy to help if the resource
does not already exist. Ms. Brice noted as Mr. Perez spoke to individual communities having unique needs. If
there is something specific that would work in Dayton, but maybe does not make sense in Reno or Las Vegas,
the ESTIPONA Group will find a way to make it work. The ESTIPONA Group wants this to be easy for others to
adapt and work within. The consistency, messaging and cohesion is important for the public to understand a
single point of truth and know the information is valid. Working together on this will be key. Director Reynolds
inquired if it would be worthwhile, once the campaign gets going, to present an overview of the campaign to
the school boards, county commissions, city council so they know what is going on in their community. The
logistics may be too difficult at this point, but it seems that would be a good thing to do. Dagny Stapleton,
Nevada Association of Counties (NACO), requested clarification on if the goal is to get the information about
the campaign out into the counties, so they are aware of what is going on in their communities and anything
they need. Director Reynolds confirmed. Ms. Stapleton noted she will work with her board on how best to get
that information out. Ms. Brice noted the detailed guiding dock will be distributed by Ms. Parker today or
tomorrow. Any questions that are not answered from there, the ESTIPONA Group can assist in providing
answers.
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Dr. Mark Pandori, Nevada State Public Health Lab (NSPHL), noted the slides were around the idea of this being
a personal benefit and then a benefit to those in your community by getting the vaccine. What occurs as a large
part of the issue, is there are a lot of people that do not believe it works. They believe either it will harm them,
or the variants are rendering it useless. If someone believed those things, all the other things in the slides would
not matter to someone because they would not necessarily believe they were going to be protected or that
there would be a personal benefit. Perhaps, they might say to themselves, “I can do all those things without the
vaccine anyway.” Dr. Pandori inquired if there was data that was gathered that led the group to choose this
tactic rather than one that seeks to establish confidence. Dr. Pandori realizes that trying to convince people of
efficacy sounds like a scientific-y endeavor but if that is the root problem, he is concerned that the rest of this
does not function well as a solution. Ms. Brice noted in the campaign they look at everybody as part of funnel
representation and there are people at the top of the funnel, who know the vaccine is available. They are still
not sure, but then as those people move down the funnel toward the end goal of getting vaccinated, the goal
and strategy is to reach people at certain places in the funnel. For example, the digital advertisements. Those
are going to be targeted to specific hesitancy audiences with specific calls to action such as learn more versus
get vaccinated. When talking to someone who is hesitant and you are saying learn how this vaccine can protect
you in your community and then they are clicking on that advertisement and landing at a page of information
that talks about the vaccine, efficacy, how it was developed. This is an attempt to move them down the funnel
versus an ad targeted as someone who is aware of the vaccine and maybe has not figured out the logistics of
getting it. This specifically targets people based on presumed hesitancy from the national research that was
used in this campaign’s development. The hope, goal, and strategy hinges on being able to reach people where
they are at versus that hesitancy person giving them resources to feel educated about the decision versus giving
somebody who has made the decision to get vaccinated the resources to actually make an appointment.
Ms. Galeoto noted something to bear in mind when Ms. Byerman spoke to the hesitancy spectrum. The focus
is on the moveable middle. The people that are still thinking about it. If someone is strongly anti-vaccination,
the ESTIPONA Group does not presume to think they will change their mind. For those that have a concern, the
whole phase one of developing all those education materials. All those education materials are available so
when people do see the message and engage on an emotional level of “yeah that is something I want to do, but
I do not know if vaccine is the way to get back to that”. Once they have engaged with the emotionality of the
message and again, that is research driven, that is how the ESTIPONA Group knows how to engage people is
touching on their emotions. Not saying “I need to tell you something and educate you” but saying “I want to
help you get back to doing something that you miss doing”. Once they have been engaged, there are 35 videos
of medical experts and different people talking about why the vaccines are safe, why the vaccines should be
trusted, how they were developed. Some of them go into scientific detail. Not every person wants to dig in that
deep, but there are people that do and maybe they are overwhelmed with going to a CDC website. So, ESTIPONA Group has the resources on our website. There are easy to read fact sheets regarding vaccine safety,
vaccine development processes. If people are engaged with the message, we are providing resources to educate
them and as Ms. Brice noted they are further down the funnel. They want to understand if they are eligible,
how do they get the vaccine. The nvcovidfighter.org website is doing a lot of heavy lifting. Ms. Byerman noted
part of the engagement is as the research suggested, acknowledging the fact that there are people who still
have questions and that is perfectly understandable. Just relating to them on that very personal level of saying
“you have questions, that is fine”, and “here are some ways to find answers”. The other thing is what is seen in
the presentation is very visual representations of this campaign, but this is multi-pronged and ESTIPONA Group
will have blog posts from leaders in different communities talking about their personal reasons and those will
be landing pages for different digital executions. The ESTIPONA Group will have stories going out through
grassroots and earned media talking about the fact that people have hesitancy and here are some ways to find
information. The research says to acknowledge concerns and give them a way to find information. As Ms.
Galeoto alluded to, the ESTIPONA Group knows there will be people who cannot be reached. At this point, the
best return, the most engaging thing is to get to that movable middle, those 40 to 50 percent of people who
have questions and need more information or need to be reminded of those emotional moments that everyone
9
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needs to get back to. Ms. Parker noted on the grassroots level, that is whereas these pop-up clinics are
scheduled, the group can come in and do some pre-education with the community. Helping understand what
those concerns are ahead of time, making sure the resources are available. By the time the pop-up clinic does
come, and they can make an appointment, then they do have the confidence as some of those concerns have
been addressed. Ms. Parker noted some of Dr. Pandori’s work with the variants and things they are seeing could
be helpful as they move through this campaign. This is a long moving forward campaign for months ahead.
Having input from Dr. Pandori and other Task Force members is going to be key as they move through this
because things are always fast changing. The development of this campaign and the way it has been done, really
lends the ability to pivot and do the things differently as this develops. Dr. Pandori agreed and noted there were
cogent arguments for the strategy. There is probably a group of people that cannot be reached, they do not
believe in the principle of the vaccination and there is a hard middle of that that cannot be cracked. One of the
things and this is somewhat anecdotal, but data could be found on it. That sphere expanded with this vaccine
because of the speed by which it was developed and the nature of the vaccine itself. A lot of people who are
not hardcore are skeptical of this, but those people might be in that middle group and the nudge on the other
side would work for them. Chair Cage noted Dr. Pandori may be able to provide some input along with the
public health professionals in this group that can support as well. I appreciate all of this and it is a sharp
campaign and receiving the different layers and levels of outreach and communication from the grassroots level
and earned and unearned and all those pieces, is a smart way to go about doing this to move the needle the
most and fastest we possibly can. Chair Cage thanked the group for being here today.
8. Public Comment
Chair Cage opened the discussion for public comment in all venues. No public comment was provided.
9. Adjourn
Chair Cage called for a motion to adjourn the meeting. A motion to adjourn was presented by Chief David
Fogerson and a second was provided by Felicia Gonzales. The motion passed unanimously. Meeting adjourned.
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

AJ <
Saturday, March 20, 2021 3:46 PM
Press Governor's Office

Subject:

LET THEM PLAY!!!!

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?

Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.
1

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
AJ Sexton
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alicia Hansel <arhansel@gmail.com>
Saturday, March 20, 2021 6:00 PM
steve@stevesisolak.com; info@stevesisolak.com; PressRoom Nevada Health Response; Caleb Cage;
Meagan Werth Ranson; Terry Reynolds; COVID19 Plans; Victoria Carreon; Press Governor's Office;
news@news3lv.com; newsdesk@8newsnow.com; desk@fox5vegas.com; desk@ktnv.com;
contact@thenvindy.com; carrie.buck@sen.state.nv.us; elaine.marzola@asm.state.nv.us;
officeofthemayor@lasvegasnevada.gov; msymes@reviewjournal.com
Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Alicia Hansel
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Galanski, Amy
Sunday, March 21, 2021 8:24 AM

Subject:

Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an
approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport.
In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined
with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and
see their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider
your position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to
normal and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank You,
Amy Galanski
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
Cc:

Ana Castro Bernal
Saturday, March 20, 2021 10:17 PM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada
athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money
to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and
love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to
sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same
consideration and consistency in the decision making process
My son is 12 years old, his name is William Castro. Please let him play.

Attn.
Ana Castro

Sent from my iPhone
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Andrew Bottene <abottene@tricorbraunwinepak.com>
Sunday, March 21, 2021 4:51 PM
steve@stevesisolak.com; info@stevesisolak.com; PressRoom Nevada Health Response; Caleb Cage;
Meagan Werth Ranson; Terry Reynolds; COVID19 Plans; Victoria Carreon; Press Governor's Office;
news@news3lv.com; newsdesk@8newsnow.com; desk@fox5vegas.com; desk@ktnv.com;
contact@thenvindy.com; carrie.buck@sen.state.nv.us; elaine.marzola@asm.state.nv.us;
officeofthemayor@lasvegasnevada.gov; msymes@reviewjournal.com
Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow
Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our
argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we
aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a
strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we
are water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and
teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division
one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to
return to play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are
allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host
tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making
process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021
Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first
sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament
March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to
acquire such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport
(second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how
1

they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the
puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't
do those things. Rest assured they will.
Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just
reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices
and the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a
disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of
transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills
the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus.
The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank you,
Mark St. John
702‐477‐5529

The information contained in this communication may be confidential and may be privileged; it may be disseminated by the
recipient(s) only to persons in their own company with a need to know, for their own use only and not for redissemination. This email
is for the use of the intended recipient(s) only. If you believe you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and then delete it. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not keep, use, disclose, copy or distribute this email
without the author's prior permission; any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance
upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. To the extent this communication
pertains to the provision of goods or services it is subject to and includes our terms and conditions which will be stated in writing at
such time as we enter into a transaction with you.
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Anthony Cain
Sunday, March 21, 2021 8:18 AM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow
Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown
our argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we
aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a
strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we
are water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and
teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division
one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to
return to play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are
allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host
tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making
process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021
Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first
sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament
March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to
acquire such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport
(second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they
were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the
puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they
can't do those things. Rest assured they will.

Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You
just reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices
and the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a
disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk
of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which
kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus.
The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Armond Abramian
Saturday, March 20, 2021 6:35 PM

Subject:

Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Armond Abramian
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Mobile 818‐822‐6162
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Autumn Peters
Thursday, March 18, 2021 12:09 PM
Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an
approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport.
In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined
with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and
see their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider
your position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to
normal and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank You,
Autumn Peters
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Mr. BS
Friday, March 19, 2021 5:16 AM

Subject:

Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re‐classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an
approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport.
In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when combined
with proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see
their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal
and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
1

Thank You,
Botond Szatmary
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Mr. BS
Sunday, March 21, 2021 9:20 PM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?

1

Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
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Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?

1

Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
Botond Szatmary
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love for
this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high
school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration
and consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK
HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19-22. How
is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are even
noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not
allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense
on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this tournament? And if
it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they
will.
Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to have
games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all
approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
1

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects of
chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
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Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada
athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money
to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and
love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to
sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same
consideration and consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have
seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says
MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?

1

Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 1922. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an
approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I
claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in
hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all
that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like
hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.

Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join
them in their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive
effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an
additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19
transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited
risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Brody DaPena
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow
Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown
our argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we
aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a
strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we
are water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and
teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division
one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to
return to play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are
allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host
tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making
process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021
Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first
sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
1

Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament
March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to
acquire such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport
(second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they
were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the
puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they
can't do those things. Rest assured they will.

Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You
just reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices
and the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a
disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk
of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which
kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus.
The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
2

Cameron

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Christopher Ramsey
Monday, March 22, 2021 3:46 PM

Letter to Governor Sisolak & Director Cage from USA Water Polo CEO Christopher Ramsey
2021-03-22 NV_USAWP_Gov. Sisolak.Dir. Cage Letter.pdf

Dear Governor Newsom and Director Cage,
Please review the attached correspondence at your earliest convenience.
Best wishes,
Chris Ramsey
GO USA!
Christopher Ramsey
Chief Executive Officer
USA Water Polo
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March 22, 2021

Governor Steve Sisolak
Director Caleb Cage, Nevada COVID-19 Task Force

SUBJ: RETURN WATER POLO TO NEVADA POOLS
Dear Governor Sisolak and Director Cage,
We are writing to formally request that the State of Nevada reclassify current COVID-19 restrictions regarding
participation in water polo in the state of Nevada. Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been
inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly
chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with proper on-deck protocols, water
polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission. Unfortunately, Nevada has simply lumped
water polo into the HIGH RISK contact sport category without any additional consideration regarding the
environment in which it is played. Evidence from other states and abroad demonstrates that COVID-19 is highly
unlikely to be transmitted during games or practices. This misclassification of Water Polo threatens the
opportunity for our athletes to participate in their sport of choice. Please note that The National Federation of
State High School Associations (NFHS) Sports Medicine Advisory Committee classifies Water Polo as a
“Moderate-Risk” sport.
1. Experiences in Other High Risk States. High school seasons were played in Connecticut, Pennsylvania,
and Texas, mostly in smaller indoor pools. Nationwide, tens of thousands of athletes have played water
polo across all age divisions without a single reported transmission. As a result, Illinois and Ohio will
permit water polo for spring indoor seasons. Utah water polo is not recognized by the high school
association, yet they have been permitted to run their club-based high school and middle school seasons.
California high school and club athletes have benefited greatly from being afforded the opportunity to
participate in full water polo leagues and competitions. Florida is now running its water polo season,
which culminates in Regional Semi-Finals, and a state-wide tournament at the end of March. The Florida
High School Sports Association developed “Sport Contest Specific Considerations” for a variety of
sports; the Water Polo section provides modifications for out-of-pool issues only, leaving all in-water
activity unchanged (https://fhsaa.com/documents/2021/1/6//SMAC_COVID_19_Spring_Safety_Considerations.pdf?id=916).
As previously mentioned, the NFHS classifies Water Polo as a Moderate-Risk Sport
(https://www.nfhs.org/media/3812287/2020-nfhs-guidance-for-opening-up-high-school-athletics-and-activities-nfhs-smac-may-15_2020final.pdf).

2. International Scientific Studies. Italy was hardest hit by COVID’s initial impact. Its oldest technical
university, Polytechnic Institute of Turin, issued a 400-page study of 387 sports (https://figest.it/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/Rapporto-LO-SPORT-RIPARTE-IN-SICUREZZA.pdf). Water polo was the safest team sport.
Similarly, the Spanish Swimming Federation issued a technical paper arguing, “A well-maintained
swimming pool is sanitary safe” from COVID-19. The Dutch University Medical center of Ultrecht
provided evidence that chlorine inactivated COVID-19. Swimming Canada tracked in total 282,000
individual swim training sessions without a single reported pool transmission and the New Jersey Swim
Safety Alliance reported 44 indoor facilities serving 212,641 patrons in indoor pools with zero infections
in these facilities (https://swimswam.com/updated-info-whats-known-about-chlorines-impact-on-coronavirus/).
3. CDC Guidance. “There is no evidence that COVID-19 can be spread to humans through the use of
swimming pools…or aquatic play areas.”

4. WHO Guidance. “There is limited risk of significant microbial contamination and illness in a wellmanaged pool or similar environment with an adequate residual disinfectant concentration.”
5. Chlorine Gas. The effect of chlorine is not limited to the water. Droplets and gas disinfect the surface of
the water column, according to the British Sports Medicine Journal and National Institute of Health.
6. Travel Tournaments. Indoor youth tournaments in Utah and Texas have hosted more than five thousand
athletes this winter with no reported transmissions. Nevada athletes have taken part in these tournaments,
with no COVID-19 transmission.
7. Studies show that treated pools sanitize the air and environment above the water’s surface. The
chlorine-by-products we smell in air above pool water may not be great for humans, but these chlorineby-products disinfect COVID-19. When swimming or playing Water Polo, faces are often submerged,
and athletes experience significant rinsing of the mouth and nose, as well as dilution of saliva (think
gargling with chlorinated water) while in the pool. Thus, droplets expelled through aquatic activities
involve large, inactivated droplets. Please consider the two links below, one an assessment of air and
water contamination by disinfection by-products, and one an analysis by a coach and Chemical Engineer:
x
x

Assessment of air and water contamination by disinfection by-products at 41 indoor swimming pools - ScienceDirect
https://www.swimmingworldmagazine.com/news/coronavirus-and-environmental-considerations-for-aquatic-sports/

Other states and countries have concluded that youth sport games are uncorrelated to COVID hospitalizations.
The risks are outside the water. Nevada has allowed some high risk sports to resume competition with
additional measures, unfortunately water polo is not offered to student athletes through the NIAA, so those
students are restricted from participating – but we are willing to put any and all restrictions into place to ensure
the safety of our members. Furthermore, the facilities with which we operate are already governed by city and
state rules and regulations; we cannot circumvent these rules as our sport can only be played at regulated
facilities.
Governor Sisolak and Director Cage, if you open the sport, operational risks will be mitigated, the looming
destruction Nevada’s aquatic ecosystem can be avoided, and our mentally exhausted, isolated athletes will return
to thrive in home waters.
We look forward to working with you to create a safe environment so that our athletes can participate in our great
sport.
Sincerely,

Christopher Ramsey
Chief Executive Officer of USA Water Polo
cc:

Terry Reynolds, State of Nevada Director of Business and Industry
treynolds@business.nv.gov
Nevada COVID-19 Task Force
pressroom@nvhealthresponse.nv.gov
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow
Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown
our argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we
aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a
strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we
are water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and
teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division
one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to
return to play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are
allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host
tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making
process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021
Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first
sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey
tournament March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current
guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as
high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking"
and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that
will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound
like hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
1

Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You
just reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices
and the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a
disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk
of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which
kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus.
The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.
Please reclassify the tier water polo falls under.
Respectfully,
Christine McCracken
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada male and
female athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a casino?
Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to get
noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love for
this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification as
water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency
in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE
A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?

Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐22.
How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are even
noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not
allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs?
Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those things.
Rest assured they will.
1

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities. Other neighboring states such as Utah have successfully and safely
held games and tournaments by taking appropriate testing and personal protection practices. Nevada can also!!
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
David Niz
Water polo parent.
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Water Polo is a contact sport but it is the only contact sport played in a disinfectant. Covid‐19 cannot survive in
chlorinated water which the players are constantly swimming, splashing, and at times being completely submerged. The
sport is inherently a low risk sport.
How hockey can be deemed safe but water polo too risky defies logic. All equipment, players, suits and caps are
constantly drenched in highly chlorinated water that destroys bacteria and viruses. The pathways to infection are
statistically insignificant in this medium.
The water polo community is very small compared to most sports and the players. refs, coaches, and fans tend to be
extremely respectful of authorities so the volume and tenor of the lobbying efforts may be easy to dismiss. However,
this youth sport is being unfairly categorized with little to no thought by people who have no exposure to this great
sport. You should consider the associated risks scientifically and allow water polo to be reclassified.
The western US is the hotbed of water polo for the country. Most of our olympians come from this region. We have
conducted a number of events in Utah with rigorous protections (masks, distancing, testing) in place and observed no
viral spread. Nevada should support the development of our future olympians and reclassify water polo as low
risk. Thanks, your attention is appreciated.
Sincerely,
the water polo community
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Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada
athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money
to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and
love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to
sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same
consideration and consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have
seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says
MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 1922. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an
approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I
claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in
hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all
that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like
hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.

Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join
them in their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive
effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an
additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19
transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited
risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Dina Minasyan
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
Edith Santos (water polo mom)
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Dear Governor Sisolak and those who care deeply about the health and welfare of our state's youth:
Water polo needs your help! I urge you to re-classify water polo as a Covid-safe sport, just like has
occurred in California and many other states. The first request has been denied for reasons that seem off
the target and for this reason I feel compelled to write.
You have not provided proof to refute that our sport is unsafe, while at the same time allowing other
sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision-making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly
games and even host tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless the sport is
reclassified by the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment
either with or without your knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions:
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines
able to acquire an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a
high contact sport?
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current
guidelines?
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey?
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity?
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a "high risk of
transmission" sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the
COVID-19 virus), when combined with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an
extremely low risk of transmission. In fact, here is what USA Water Polo had to say to Governor Gavin
Newsom regarding the inherent safety of the sport:
"Water polo is played in a chlorinated environment, and virtually all California swimming pool courses are
located outdoors. When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately
killing the virus. The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers
above the water's surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while
1

the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at
well-managed facilities like the ones in California."
https://usawaterpolo.org/news/2021/2/10/general-usa-water-polo-letter-to-california-governor-gavinnewsom-regarding-water-polo-classification.aspx
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks and resort pools to
open. You have made the effort to increase F&B occupancy. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and
allowing Spring Breakers to flood our city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US
TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see their peers are able to find options to play
their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your position on the classification
of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal and the
ability to host games .
Sincerely,

Eric Bero
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.
Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
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Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are? We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
Eric Hamm
Eric Hamm
Sent via Superhuman
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I beg of you to reconsider your decision regarding youth water polo. NCAA championships happened
over the weekend in California. Youth water polo tournaments are happening just up the road in St
George. With proper protocols, there can be no doubt water polo is not going to be the cause of
greater speed of Covid, particularly with youth.
I happen to be coming to Vegas for a volleyball tournament next weekend and am grateful for the
opportunity. The protocols in place are appropriate and will be respected. And yes, water polo
involves more physical contact than volleyball, but the girls huddle regularly, they pass the ball often
and teammates share the same spaces. I understand lacrosse and hockey are being played in Nevada.
So why not water polo?
For heavens sake, youth football is being played in California of all places now. So c'mon Nevada. Quit
shutting down, quit keeping businesses from making money, and let’s open up safely for our
communities’ well-being, our kids’ mental health, and for the love of reason.
Thanks for your consideration. I know this is a tough time to be in leadership. And I’m sure you’ve
heard more than your fair share of arguments and pleading in the past 12 months. Please consider
the facts. Please support youth athletics of all kinds!
Sincerely,
Erin Hamm
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Water polo needs your help! Our request to re‐classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an
approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport.
In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when combined
with proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see
their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal
and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank you,
Eszter Szatmary
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Eszter Szatmary
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
Heather Flynn
Park City Water Polo Coach
Former USA Water Polo National Team Member
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Equality in All Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Dear Governor Sisolak and those who care deeply about the health and welfare of our state's youth:
Water polo needs your help! I urge you to re-classify water polo as a Covid-safe sport, just like has occurred in California
and many other states. The first request has been denied for reasons that seem off the target and for this reason I feel
compelled to write.
You have not provided proof to refute that our sport is unsafe, while at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision-making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless the sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions:
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an
approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport?
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines?
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey?
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity?
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a "high risk of transmission"
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission. In fact,
here is what USA Water Polo had to say to Governor Gavin Newsom regarding the inherent safety of the sport:
"Water polo is played in a chlorinated environment, and virtually all California swimming pool courses are located
outdoors. When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive
effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water's surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well-managed facilities like the ones in California."
https://usawaterpolo.org/news/2021/2/10/general-usa-water-polo-letter-to-california-governor-gavin-newsom-regardingwater-polo-classification.aspx
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks and resort pools to open. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancy. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and
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see their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider
your position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to
normal and the ability to host games .
Sincerely,
Heidi A. Fritz
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and task force leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love for
this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high
school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration
and consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK
HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19-22. How
is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are even
noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not
allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about face-offs? Defense
on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this tournament? And if
it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they
will.
Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to have
games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all
approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
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Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects of
chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
Heidi A. Fritz
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Water polo needs your help! Our request to re‐classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to
acquire an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current
guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport.
In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when combined
with proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see
their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal
and the ability to host games .
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Thank you for your time.
Thank You,
Ian Journey
Bakersfield, CA
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification as
water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency
in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE
A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?

Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.
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Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
Imelda Sandoval
‐‐
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification as
water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency
in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE
A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?

Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.
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Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
James Colman

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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March 21, 2021
Dear Governor Sisolak ,NV Task Force, and Department of Business & Industry,
As both a teacher and parent, I understand the importance of athletics and its impact on today’s youth,
especially during these times. You recently announced that NIAA full-contact sports can resume with the
implementation of a Covid-19 plan. Similar to NIAA sports, water polo also provides players with academic and
athletic opportunities/scholarship at the state, national and international level. Water polo is not an NIAA sport;
however, water polo should be given the same equity as other NIAA sports. I respectfully request you
reconsider your current classification of water polo.
Water polo is played in chlorinated water, both indoors and outdoors, where players are submerged in
chlorinated water with their faces either doused with chlorinated or submerged. According to the CDC, “There
is no evidence that COVID-19 can be spread through the use of pools and hot tubs.” Click here for article. In
addition, “The average amount of chlorine in a pool is going to kill the virus, “ Roberta Lavin, professor of
medicine at University of Tennessee’s College of Nursing, tells US Masters Swimming. Click here for article.
Water polo players are submerged in chlorinated water, which helps minimize the risk of Covid.
Other states, like Utah and Texas, have hosted water polo tournaments. Mandatory Covid testing prior to travel
and on-site testing at the tournament, along with mandatory masks on deck, and spectator limitations have
ensured that players can play safely. No reported cases of Covid have occurred at these tournaments.
I understand the need for safety regarding Covid-19 and adherence to Covid-19 protocols; however, both hotel
swimming pools and water parks have been open to the public since last year. These facilities do not require
Covid-19 testing prior to entry. They require wearing masks and temperature checks (at some locations). As
stated before, water polo tournaments require players to test prior to travel and on-site the day of the
tournament, playing in an environment that helps minimize the risk of Covid-19.
I implore you to reconsider your classification of water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to fully pursue the
sport they love.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Jamie Jobin
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To whom it may concern;
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. I am a parent of three youth participants and find the current situation completely
baffling. We live in California, pay property taxes on real estate owned in both Nevada and Utah. While I fully
understand the challenges and struggles facing government, health departments and hospital systems alike, the mental
health and well being of an entire generation (of future voters) is being ignored and mismanaged!
Since early November, numerous families and teams have been traveling to Utah from California, Nevada, Arizona,
Texas and Colorado to play in water polo tournaments. These tournaments implemented safe Covid‐19 protocols and
testing to ensure the health and safety of all who participate – players, staff, referees and spectators. There is a two
step testing process, one prior to arrival and a second with‐in 24 hours of play. To date, there has not been a known
occurrence, outbreak or systemic transfer of the virus as a result of, or linked to any of these tournaments.
Just yesterday, I returned from a tournament held in St. George, Utah. In lieu of driving the entire 6 hours from Orange
County, I flew through Las Vegas and drove. This was our 6th trip to Utah since November to play. I have never once felt
concerned or had any questions about traveling or play. However, I will tell you with 100% certainty – my fears grew
yesterday when we returned to Las Vegas! To me, it looked as if there was never a pandemic. I was completely floored
by what I saw as further depicted here…CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL! An argument can be made
that these pictures were taken outside; however, what I witnessed inside was even more alarming. People openly
walking around without masks in very enclosed environments, capacity crowds which resembled a memory of what it
used to be like pre‐pandemic. I was shocked and rather appalled especially when the well being of so many youth is
being completely disregarded and ignored.
Every state leader or taskforce has been discussing how data supports their arguments for opening society and the
economy safely. Yet, there is zero common sense being applied when it comes to youth sports. There is no proof to
refute that water polo is unsafe, but you are
allowing other sports in the same classification as polo the ability to play games and host tournaments in Nevada. Youth
water polo is only asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
Here is a link to a letter from the CEO of USA Water polo, the national organization governing the sport. This letter and
many others have been published on the USA Water polo website to various Governors regarding water polo safety and
Covid‐19.
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Many states are making accommodations and either re‐examining their previous decisions or reclassifying the sport as
the risk seem to have been mitigated now that more information has been learned. Water polo is no more of a “high
risk of transmission” sport as soccer, basketball, hockey, lacrosse or football. One could argue it is less of a safety issue
as a result of being played in a chlorinated environment which has been proven to kill the virus.
California’s Governor recently changed course and allowed water polo to be played. This allowed for a shortened high
school season and future club events to resume. As a result, you definitely see a difference in the demeanor of the
youth associated this sport.
For those who are able to have a say in the decision, I would strongly urge you to reconsider and allow for youth water
polo to resume play in Nevada.
Thank You,
Jason Krotts
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Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the same classification as
water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host tournaments.
All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by the Governor.
That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an approval to
host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport. In fact, since
water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with proper on-deck
protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made the effort to
increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our city. This is all great
news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see their peers are able to find options
to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your position on the classification of water polo and
immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
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Dear Governor and Task Force,
Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other
sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly
games and even host tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your
sport is reclassified by the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given
preferential treatment either with or without your knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines
able to acquire an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our
Governor as a high contact sport?
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under
current guidelines?
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey?
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity?
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk
of transmission sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which
kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and
represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort
pools. You have made the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel
1

occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE
TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see their peers are able to
find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices
return to normal and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Jessica Billington

Sent from my iPhone
To help protect y ou r
priv acy , Micro so ft Office
prev ented au tomatic
download of this pictu re
from the Internet.
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Jessica Billington
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Jessica Fino
Friday, March 19, 2021 10:57 AM

Subject:

Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other
sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly
games and even host tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your
sport is reclassified by the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given
preferential treatment either with or without your knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines
able to acquire an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our
Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under
current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk
of transmission sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which
kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and
represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort
pools. You have made the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel
occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE
TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see their peers are able to
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find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices
return to normal and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Kindly,
Jessica Fino
‐‐
Jessica Fino
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

John Arnold
Wednesday, March 24, 2021 8:32 AM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada
athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or
money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with
passion and love for this sport We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in
splash ball to sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to
play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the
same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same
consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN
OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I
have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It
says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 1922. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an
approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I
claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in
hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they
guarantee all that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't
sound like hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just
reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to
join them in their path to return to play.
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Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the
ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football,
lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of
transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the
COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The
positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface
acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO
evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO)
has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

John Resko
Sunday, March 21, 2021 8:35 PM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
Renee Resko
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

John Williams
Monday, March 22, 2021 3:48 PM

Subject:

Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re‐classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an
approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport.
In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when combined
with proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see
their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal
and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank you,
John Williams
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Jorge Duarte
Friday, March 19, 2021 2:08 AM

Subject:

Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the same classification as
water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host tournaments.
All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by the Governor.
That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an approval to
host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport. In fact, since
water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with proper on-deck
protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made the effort to
increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our city. This is all great
news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see their peers are able to find
options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your position on the classification of water polo
and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Jorge Duarte
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Kailee Viers
Thursday, March 18, 2021 11:46 AM
Meagan Werth Ranson

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re‐classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to
acquire an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact
sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey.
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport.
In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when combined
with proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see
their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal
and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karin Wegner
Monday, March 22, 2021 2:52 PM

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in the recent meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?

Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
1

tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Karin Wegner
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

KARRI MONTES
Saturday, March 20, 2021 6:12 PM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.
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Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
Karri Montes
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Karri Montes <
Saturday, March 20, 2021 6:15 PM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada
athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or
money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with
passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners
in splash ball to sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to
play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in
the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the
same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I
have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that
page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?

Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March
19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an
approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of
B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only
contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can
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they guarantee all that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be
canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.

Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just
reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to
join them in their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the
ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football,
lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of
transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the
COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The
positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface
acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO
evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has
also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
Cc:

Kate Lee
Monday, March 22, 2021 11:41 AM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Kate Lee
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Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other
sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games
and even host tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is
reclassified by the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment
either with or without your knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines
able to acquire an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a
high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current
guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of
transmission sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the
COVID-19 virus), when combined with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an
extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You
have made the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing
Spring Breakers to flood our city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our
athletes see their city returning to normal and see their peers are able to find options to play their sport.
Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your position on the classification of water
polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal and the ability to host
games .
Thank you for your time.

Kathleen Brunton
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow
Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown
our argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we
aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a
strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we
are water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and
teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division
one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to
return to play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are
allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host
tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making
process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021
Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first
sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament
March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to
acquire such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport
(second paragraph).

Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is
that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck
on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen,
will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured
they will.

Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You
just reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices
and the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a
disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk
of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which
kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and
represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus.
The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.
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Please HELP Water Polo
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Greetings Governor, NV Task Force, and Business and Industry Director, and news media,
As a parent of a water polo player I am respectfully imploring you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo
in order to allow Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love.
We hear time and again how the pandemic has negatively impacted our kids mental health. I can attest to this fact. My
son is a Junior in high school and became severely depressed. The isolation impacting him to the point of requiring
medical attention.
Junior year in high school is a critical time for colleges to select their players. My son saw that slipping away and with
your denial it will be nearly impossible for him to be competitive and play his beloved sport in college. You are ensuring
that he continues down the path of depression. This is sport has been a godsend to our family.
We tried baseball, football, soccer, swimming... you name it ... all to no avail, until water polo. This team has changed
everything for us. Amazing coaching, exercise and friendships that will last a lifetime.
When I took my son to his doctor and asked if he should go to practice the answer was a resounding yes! It’s safe! There
was no concern about contracting covid. In fact, it would be critical to his success in overcoming depression.
I cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Why aren’t we in high schools? Why
can’t we host tournaments and get the same support as mainstream sports?
I would argue that the unconventional sports are MORE critical than mainstream because they attract the kids who
didn’t or don’t fit in. They are more welcoming and supportive than the other sports.
I know from experience, if a kid takes longer to show interest in sports or is not coordinated, they are not allowed to
play on mainstream teams. Kids have to start at age 3 or 4 or they don’t get to play. That is NOT the case with water
polo. Mainstream sport kids get trapped into a sport that may not be able to get out of, they don’t see an alternative.
Water polo is that perfect alternative.
Maybe you don’t know this but our kids are the only team that represents Nevada. Some of our kids participate in the
Olympic development programs, some have traveled to other countries to play. We host international players. We bring
money into Las Vegas when we host tournaments. Your decision to block our ability to play, takes money away from Las
Vegas.
Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to get
noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team.
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Do you realize your denial with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. There is no proof
that our sport is unsafe and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play
games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making
process.
Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website.
Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐22.
How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are even
noted here as being classified as high contact sport.
Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Please explain why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to have
games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?

Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO!
Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please
consider water polo too.
My child is missing the opportunity to play in college and be competitive because of YOUR decision. He is missing to
opportunity to get doctor prescribed exercise to help his depression. The city is missing the opportunity to proudly
represent and support the team in Nevada in tournaments.
I know you will do the right thing as you are for all Nevadans but especially for our kids that are battling so many other
things such as depression and need this to properly classify our sport.
Thank You,
Katrina Printup
Sent from my iPhone
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Greetings Governor, NV Task Force, and Business and Industry Director, and news media,
As a parent of a water polo player I am respectfully imploring you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo
in order to allow Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love.
We hear time and again how the pandemic has negatively impacted our kids mental health. I can attest to this fact. My
son is a Junior in high school and became severely depressed. The isolation impacting him to the point of requiring
medical attention.
Junior year in high school is a critical time for colleges to select their players. My son saw that slipping away and with
your denial it will be nearly impossible for him to be competitive and play his beloved sport in college. You are ensuring
that he continues down the path of depression. This is sport has been a godsend to our family.
We tried baseball, football, soccer, swimming... you name it ... all to no avail, until water polo. This team has changed
everything for us. Amazing coaching, exercise and friendships that will last a lifetime.
When I took my son to his doctor and asked if he should go to practice the answer was a resounding yes! It’s safe! There
was no concern about contracting covid. In fact, it would be critical to his success in overcoming depression.
I cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Why aren’t we in high schools? Why
can’t we host tournaments and get the same support as mainstream sports? Our sport does not discriminate; male,
female, lbgtq+, tall or short, skinny or heavy are welcome and embraced. Why is our government discriminating against
us???
I would argue that the unconventional sports are MORE critical than mainstream because they attract the kids who
didn’t or don’t fit in. They are more welcoming and supportive than the other sports.
I know from experience, if a kid takes longer to show interest in sports or is not coordinated, they are not allowed to
play on mainstream teams. Kids have to start at age 3 or 4 or they don’t get to play. That is NOT the case with water
polo. Mainstream sport kids get trapped into a sport that may not be able to get out of, they don’t see an alternative.
Water polo is that perfect alternative.
Maybe you don’t know this but our kids are the only team that represents Nevada. Some of our kids participate in the
Olympic development programs, some have traveled to other countries to play. We host international players. We bring
money into Las Vegas when we host tournaments. Your decision to block our ability to play, takes money away from Las
Vegas.
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Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to get
noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team.
Do you realize your denial with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. There is no proof
that our sport is unsafe and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play
games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making
process.
Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website.
Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐22.
How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are even
noted here as being classified as high contact sport.
Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Please explain why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to have
games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?

Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO!
Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please
consider water polo too.
My child is missing the opportunity to play in college and be competitive because of YOUR decision. He is missing to
opportunity to get doctor prescribed exercise to help his depression. The city is missing the opportunity to proudly
represent and support the team in Nevada in tournaments.
I know you will do the right thing as you are for all Nevadans but especially for our kids that are battling so many other
things such as depression and need this to properly classify our sport.
Thank You,
Katrina Printup
Sent from my iPhone
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Katrina Printup
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Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been
denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same
time allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to
play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making
process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo
to have weekly games and even host tournaments. All this is advertised on
their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be
made unless your sport is reclassified by the Governor. That statement is false as
hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under
current guidelines able to acquire an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey
has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport. No amount of
adjustments to game play can eliminate contact in such a sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is
prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
1

4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately
classified as a high risk of transmission sport. In fact, since water polo is played in
a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined
with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low
risk of transmission.
We ask that you reconsider your position on the classification of water polo and
immediately approve our request to host games.
Thank you for your time.
Thank You,
Sent from Kelly Dubs iPhone
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Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the
same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire
an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see
their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal
and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank You,
Kevin Frost
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.
Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
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Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.
Please reclassify the tier water polo falls under and allow them to play!
Respectfully,
Chris & Kevin McCracken
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Tp Whom it May Concern:
Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time
allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games
and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making
process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to
have weekly games and even host tournaments. All this is advertised on
their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made
unless your sport is reclassified by the Governor. That statement is false as hockey
has been given preferential treatment either with or without your knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under
current guidelines able to acquire an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has
been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
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2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is
prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified
as a high risk of transmission sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly
chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with proper
on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of
transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open
and resort pools. You have made the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is
increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our city. This is all
great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city
returning to normal and see their peers are able to find options to play their
sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your position on
the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our
practices return to normal and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank You,
Kim Hightower
PS ...This sport is played in chlorine...a huge component in BLEACH which as we
know kills viruses and bacteria.
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
Kim Krotts
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada
athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or
money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with
passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners
in splash ball to sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to
play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in
the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the
same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have
seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It
says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March
19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an
approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I
claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in
hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they
guarantee all that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be
canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
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Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just
reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to
join them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the
ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football,
lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of
transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the
COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The
positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface
acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO
evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has
also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
Kim Washburn
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order
to allow Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders
have been shown our argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it
because we aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political
figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall,
just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from
beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division one collegiate
teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no
path to return to play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been
provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the
ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration
and consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING
NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to
2021 Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my
claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their
approval supposed to be a secret?
1

Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a
hockey tournament March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited
under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are even noted here
as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the
tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only
contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck
on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this tournament? And if it
does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do
those things. Rest assured they will.
Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is
false. You just reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without
reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport
as they do. I hope to join them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our
practices and the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada
are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED
IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as
a “high risk of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly
chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of
transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing
the virus. The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas
hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19
transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has
also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on
this Governor.
Thank You,
Leslie Bottene
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Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in
the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and
even host tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is
reclassified by the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either
with or without your knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to
acquire an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact
sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current
guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of
transmission sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the
COVID-19 virus), when combined with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an
extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have
made the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring
Breakers to flood our city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their
city returning to normal and see their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water
polo too. We ask that you reconsider your position on the classification of water polo and immediately
approve our request to have our practices return to normal and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank You!
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Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada
athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money
to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and
love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to
sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same
consideration and consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have
seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says
MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 1922. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an
approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I
claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in
hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all
that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like
hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.

Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join
them in their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive
effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an
additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19
transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited
risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Lina DaPena
R
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada
athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money
to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and
love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to
sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same
consideration and consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have
seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says
MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 1922. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an
approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I
claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in
hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all
that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like
hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.

Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join
them in their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive
effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an
additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19
transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited
risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Marina (Concerned parent),
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
Mark Printup
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Mark St. John
Thursday, March 18, 2021 5:06 PM

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Re: Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo
Supporting Document_Water Polo.pdf; Reclassification of Water Polo.pdf; Protocols_Request for
Approval_Water Polo Events.pdf

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Dear Governor, NV Task Force, and Business and Industry Director,
We eagerly await any response to our questions. We are hoping you make the time to rectify this clear example of
inequality when it comes to youth sports.
Please answer our questions or offer us an immediate path forward.
Thank You,
On Wed, Mar 17, 2021 at 12:00 AM Mark St. John <> wrote:
Dear Governor, NV Task Force, and Business and Industry Director,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money
to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and
love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to
sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.
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Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES!

Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at
this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them
in their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus! Please see our attached
supporting documents.

Attached:




Supporting Letter to Reclassify Water Polo
Protocols for our Event ‐ Testing no more than 6 days before the event and Rapid Test On‐Site before the
teams first game.
Reclassification Request

Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood
our city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal
and see their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too.
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I know you will do the right thing as you are for all Nevadans but especially for our kids that are battling so many other
things such as depression and need this to properly classify our sport.

Thank You,

‐‐
Mark St. John
Team Vegas Water Polo

‐‐
Mark St. John
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COVID PROTOCOLS
PRE TRAVEL
All athletes and coaches will be required to have a negative result COVID test in their hometown/state no more than 6 days
prior to the event. They will need to show proof of this before the on-site Rapid Test is performed. A negative result for the
initial test is mandatory. It is highly recommended those traveling as chaperones are also tested. All information will be kept
confidential.
We are asking that after the initial COVID test, each athlete will try to isolate themselves in their own "tournament bubble."
Taking all precautions to avoid any exposure to the virus prior to and during travel.
Once your entry is in, you will reserve a time to have the Rapid Test performed either prior to your 1st game, or at the Host
Hotel. A positive result at tournament check in will disqualify the individual athlete/coach from tournament participation. You
can choose to perform another Rapid Test, or a PCR test at a local lab the next day.
Also, athletes and coaches must sign the USA Water Polo COVID-19 Return to Play Release and Waiver through their
USAWP Membership portal.
While at the tournament site, masks are to be worn at all times unless you are in the water. Coaches and Admins, we are
asking you to take care of this in regards to your own team and families. We are not the mask police. If you or your team
(which includes parents/family) have an issue with the masks, a Covid Officer on site will either warn you or ask you to leave.
I am hoping everyone is compliant in this regard, as we hope to have a fun weekend of water polo. The facility has strict
rules, and if we can't follow them, it jeopardizes our ability to host.
Spectators will be limited to 2 per athlete, and 30 total per team
Forms and Documents for Testing
COVID-19 Parental Consent Form and Waiver(any athletes 18+ can sign for themselves)
AUTHORIZATION FOR USE OR DISCLOSURE OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION Proof of Negative Test dated no earlier than 6 days before event start date. Electronic or Hard Copy
Consider the above 3 documents your "Playing Passport." These documents must be presented when testing.
PLEASE PLEASE have these with you. I do not want to be the bad guy here. Testing company will not test anyone
who doesn't have the above documents. I want everyone to be able to participate. Please don't let a sheet of paper
with signatures be the thing that holds you back from that.
Additional Tests (Optional)
If you believe your test results in a false positive, you can have the choice to take another test. $49
If you would like to take a PCR test(most accurate), the medical staff running the test can administer them for $110
each. Samples will be collected on site Friday and Saturday morning for anyone choosing to take that option. Tests
will be taken to a local lab Saturday at 10am that will have the results expedited within 4-6 hours. (you may miss a
game(s) waiting for the results)
Reminder
No athlete or coach can participate unless they show a negative result on their pre-travel test and tournament onsite test.
The medical staff running the tests wants to remind all participants to be patient during your testing time. They are familiar
with sporting event testing and will get through each team efficiently as possible. Also reminding you to take all steps
necessary to put yourself in a position to participate in this event. Be diligent with your personal protection, cleanliness, and
social distancing at and leading up to the weekend.
Player and Parent Entrances
Players and Coaches will have a separate entrance from Parents/Spectators. See the attached photo for your designated
entrance. Parents/Spectators are not permitted on deck. Parents/Spectors are to maintain social distancing and to have a
mask on at all times in the facility. Please also see the pool deck map(attached) for your reference. Team areas are the
yellow boxes.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank You,

-Mark St. John

At the moment my application can not be approved because of the current classification of water polo in the current
guidelines. Even with all the testing protocols we will have in place, it can not be considered. After speaking with Terry
today, he mentioned I would need to get on the agenda of the NV COVID Task Force to potentially plead my case to allow
these events to take place.
My colleagues and I at USA Water Polo and would like to share some findings with you.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission” sport. In
fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects of
chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional disinfectant.
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming
pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.
I and the water polo community are open and willing to adhere to restrictions like other sports, and be given the opportunity to
participate in full contact practice and competition, similar to that of our neighboring states and other local high school sports.
Currently we are stuck with no options for participation opportunities for these athletes. These athletes are students of our
district, but don't have their sport available through their school. These athletes are still Student Athletes, and have chosen a
sport that is outside of their schools Varsity programs.
I am available and willing to work with you on finding a way to bring this sport back. Our neighboring states(including
California, Utah, and Arizona) are already allowing full contact water polo.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification.
I understand water polo's current classification. With your guidance, I am hoping to better understand what it would take to
either; 1. Move water polo into a different classification. (I can provide studies and cases on how chlorinated water and the
chlorine gases that float above the water affect the virus) or 2. Keep water polo in its current classification, but allow these
events to proceed with the testing and protocols I have in place.
As a quick note, I have hosted 5 weekends of water polo events in January and February of 2021 in St. George, UT. Those
weekends hosted over 1,600 athletes and 110 teams in a safe and responsible manner. We had each athlete and coach test
no more than 6 days before each weekend, and they had to produce a negative COVID test result. When arriving at the
event, they all also had to take an onsite rapid test with a negative result before being permitted to compete. That is 2 tests
within 6 days of the event.
I am hoping to bring these safe and responsible events to my hometown.
I can share my application and all the protocols we have in place if you wish.
If this matter needs to be directed to someone else, please let me know. I am just trying to find a way. This will be the most
responsible run youth sports event. This sport is my passion, and I am willing to put in as much effort as is needed to find a
way to make it work.
I appreciate your time.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank You,
-Mark St. John

Dear Nevada Task Force Members:
We are writing to formally request that the State of Nevada reclassify current COVID-19 restrictions regarding
participation in water polo. Based on scientific data, we believe that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a
“high risk of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the
COVID-19 virus), and when combined with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low
risk of transmission. During water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The
positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an
additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19
transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk
of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.
Neighboring states, such as California and Arizona, have already acknowledged that water polo can resume safely. NCAA
Pac-12 Conference resumed training and competition – with participants including UCLA, USC, California, Stanford, and
Arizona State University, all of which are playing without evidence of their actions leading to higher infection rates. Last
week, the California Department of Public Health announced additional guidance allowing the state to resume
participation opportunities for “all organized youth sports and recreation— including school- and
community-sponsored programs, and privately-organized clubs and leagues.” This guideline was not restricted to
scholastic competition.
Water polo is now taking place across the United States while Nevada delays implementation because the sport is not
recognized through the NIAA high school system. In Nevada, swimming is allowed to go forward and we can simply
apply the same on deck protocols for water polo to ensure an equally safe environment. Last month, the National
Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) elected to remove colored tiers in evaluating the risk of COVID-19
transmission in high school sports and encouraged other sports authorities to do the same.
On the international front, Italy was hardest hit by COVID-19’s initial impact. Its oldest technical university, Polytechnic
Institute of Turin, issued a 400-page study of 387 sports. The study named water polo as the safest team sport. Similarly,
the Spanish Swimming Federation issued a technical paper arguing that “a well-maintained swimming pool is sanitary
safe” from COVID-19. The Dutch University Medical center of Utrecht provided further evidence that chlorine
inactivated COVID-19.
Safety protocols are now in place to train and compete safely in the USA. Science clearly identifies a much lower risk to
playing water polo than many other basic activities that are currently allowed. We can assure you that we are ready to
resume participation safely. The governing body for water polo in America, USA Water Polo, has issued protocols for a
safe return to play based on science and the experiences noted above. In the case of water polo, one size does NOT fit
all when applying general public health guidelines to a sport played in an environment hostile to the COVID-19 virus is
counterproductive at best. This was evident when the NIAA allowed high risk sports to resume competition with
additional measures. Unfortunately water polo was not included as it is not a recognized sport through the NIAA, so
those students are still restricted from participating in their sport of choice. However, just recently, Lacrosse was
reclassified by the state as an “intermediate risk of transmission” when it was previously classified as high risk.
We are asking for your help to allow water polo to fully open under strict safety rules. Please be our advocate with our
government and public health officials to follow the science and let our young people back in the chlorinated water to
pursue their dreams. You can make a difference in the lives of water polo athletes, and Team Vegas Water Polo needs
your help and support.
Sincerely,
Mark St. John - Head Coach Team Vegas Water Polo

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Mark St. John
Friday, March 19, 2021 9:17 PM

Cc:

Subject:

Re: Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

So this can happen but not water polo? Come on guys. This is an easy fix! Let us play!! The emails will continue until
our voice is heard. Our next round of emails coming this weekend.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together.
https://www.reviewjournal.com/local/local‐las‐vegas/downtown/march‐madness‐returns‐to‐las‐vegas‐with‐a‐big‐
splash‐at‐circa‐2309501/?fbclid=IwAR28_daGeJvxuibtFQZJk4Ty7Z7PocN4P7m8Lszq_X0cE8Qj6GlVxKyH0FY
To help protect y ou r
priv acy , Micro so ft Office
prev ented au tomatic
download of this pictu re
from the Internet.

To help protect y ou r
priv acy , Micro so ft Office
prev ented au tomatic
download of this pictu re
from the Internet.

March Madness returns to Las Vegas with a big s...

On Thu, Mar 18, 2021 at 5:06 PM Mark St. John <> wrote:
Dear Governor, NV Task Force, and Business and Industry Director,
We eagerly await any response to our questions. We are hoping you make the time to rectify this clear example of
inequality when it comes to youth sports.
Please answer our questions or offer us an immediate path forward.
Thank You,
On Wed, Mar 17, 2021 at 12:00 AM Mark St. John <> wrote:
Dear Governor, NV Task Force, and Business and Industry Director,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for
a safe return to play.
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We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money
to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and
love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to
sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES!

Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They
are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament
will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at
this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them
in their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus! Please see our attached
supporting documents.

Attached:


Supporting Letter to Reclassify Water Polo
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Protocols for our Event ‐ Testing no more than 6 days before the event and Rapid Test On‐Site before the
teams first game.
Reclassification Request

Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood
our city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal
and see their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too.

I know you will do the right thing as you are for all Nevadans but especially for our kids that are battling so many other
things such as depression and need this to properly classify our sport.

Thank You,

‐‐
Mark St. John
Team Vegas Water Polo
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark St. John
Tuesday, March 23, 2021 8:55 AM
Meagan Werth Ranson
Re: Water Polo Event Approval

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Hi,
I did not see this in the public comments portion of the task force meeting.
On Wed, Mar 17, 2021 at 12:09 PM Meagan Werth Ranson <> wrote:
Good Afternoon,

Would you like this included as public comment for tomorrow’s Task Force meeting?

Thank you,
Meagan

From: Mark St. John <>
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2021 12:05 PM
To: Terry Reynolds
Cc
Subject: Re: Water Polo Event Approval

Hello All,

I can provide testimony from 2 Hockey Parents that will state that their youth athletes are able to play with contact and
have games. I am glad they are able to do so.
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Can we be treated the same?

Caleb, Terry, and Meagan, you have heard our plea. Yesterday’s meeting took us by shock. We request a meeting
today to seek approval for our event. Do you have time to discuss? We still have time as team’s are ready to play.

At the very least, can you address the fact that we are not being addressed in any sort of equitable manner as
compared to hockey?

We are available all day today and await your response please.
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 16, 2021, at 3:42 PM, Mark St. John wrote:

Thank you for the email. I have videos of the contrary that I can send you all if you would like.

I would be very surprised that teams would travel to have a non‐contact hockey tournament. Rest
assured, I will be at this event with my camera.

You are offering no options for our athletes.

Again, I am just asking for equal treatment.

On Tue, Mar 16, 2021 at 3:34 PM Terry Reynolds wrote:
Mark to clear up a miss conception. Youth Hockey does not allow contact (checking) and that is part of
the Tournament approval. Youth Hockey is not allowed to have full contact practices or games.

From: Mark St. John
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2021 3:24 PM
To: C
2

Subject: Water Polo Event Approval

Hello All,

I was hoping you can help me identify the same path that hockey used to allow contact in
their practices and events. Hockey, which is in the same classification as Water Polo, is able to have
full contact practices, games, and even host tournaments despite their current classifications.

Please see these links
https://www.lasvegasice.com/Tournaments/Presidents‐Day

https://www.lifeguardarena.com/page/show/5801473‐house‐league‐2020‐

I eagerly await your response and approval with our existing protocols in place. We are far
exceeding any protocols that hockey has in place for our event. We are feeling a little left in the cold
as a sport with no opportunities for our athletes to participate.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thank You,

‐‐
Mark St. John
Team Vegas Water Polo
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Mary Karen Lundh
Thursday, March 18, 2021 9:49 PM

Subject:

CDC says water sports are SAFE and has APPROVED water sports to play for over six months! Please
treat water polo athletes equally!!

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

The CDC has stated multiple times that water sports are among the MOST SAFE of all sports because the Coronavirus
cannot survive in water, and over six months ago proactively approved safe opening plans and procedures for water
sports BEFORE any other sports were giving this approval.
Our water polo athletes need your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe, while at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an
approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport.
In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined
with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and
see their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider
your position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to
normal and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank you,
Mary Karen Lundh
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Thursday, March 18, 2021 9:56 PM
Fwd: CDC says water sports are SAFE and has APPROVED water sports to play for over six months!
Please treat water polo athletes equally!!
Follow up
Flagged

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
From: Mary Karen Lundh
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 9:49:09 PM
To:
Subject: CDC says water sports are SAFE and has APPROVED water sports to play for over six months! Please treat water
polo athletes equally!!
The CDC has stated multiple times that water sports are among the MOST SAFE of all sports because the Coronavirus
cannot survive in water, and over six months ago proactively approved safe opening plans and procedures for water
sports BEFORE any other sports were giving this approval.
Our water polo athletes need your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe, while at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.

1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an
approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
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4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport.
In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined
with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and
see their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider
your position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to
normal and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank You,
Mary Karen Lundh
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Matt.Murphy
Monday, March 22, 2021 3:53 PM

Cc:
Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada
athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money
to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and
love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to
sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same
consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have
seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says
MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 1922. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an
approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I
claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in
hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all
that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like
hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
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Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join
them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive
effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an
additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19
transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited
risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
Mark St. John

2

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Matt Northcutt
Thursday, March 18, 2021 5:03 PM
Meagan Werth Ranson
Fw: Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Sent from Yahoo Mail on

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re‐classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an
approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport.
In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when combined
with proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see
their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
1

position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal
and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank You,

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

2

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Matt Tunney
Sunday, March 21, 2021 2:06 PM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada
athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or
money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with
passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners
in splash ball to sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to
play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in
the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the
same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I
have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that
page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March
19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an
approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of
B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only
contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can
they guarantee all that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be
canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
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Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just
reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to
join them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the
ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football,
lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of
transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the
COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The
positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface
acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO
evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has
also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,

Matt Tunney, CEO
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Maxwell Montes
Saturday, March 20, 2021 8:06 PM

Subject:

Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Maxwell Montes
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

elleimch
Saturday, March 20, 2021 5:26 PM
Meagan Werth Ranson
FW: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: elleimch
Date: 3/20/21 6:25 PM (GMT‐07:00) r
Subject: FW: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: elleimch <
Date: 3/20/21 6:24 PM (GMT‐07:00)
To:
Subject: FW: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: elleimch
Date: 3/20/21 6:24 PM (GMT‐07:00)
To:
Subject: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?

Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.
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Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Michelle danko
‐‐

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

elleimch <elleimch@aol.com>
Sunday, March 21, 2021 11:04 AM
Meagan Werth Ranson
FW: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: elleimch <elleimch@aol.com>
Date: 3/20/21 6:25 PM (GMT‐07:00)
To: mwranson@gov.nv.gov
Subject: FW: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: elleimch <elleimch@aol.com>
Date: 3/20/21 6:25 PM (GMT‐07:00)
To: pressroom@nvhealthresponse.nv.gov
Subject: FW: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: elleimch <elleimch@aol.com>
Date: 3/20/21 6:24 PM (GMT‐07:00)
To: info@stevesisolak.com
Subject: FW: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo
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Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: elleimch <elleimch@aol.com>
Date: 3/20/21 6:24 PM (GMT‐07:00)
To: steve@stevesisolak.com
Subject: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?

Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
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faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Michelle danko
‐‐
Mark St. John
702.477.5529
Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

elleimch
Monday, March 22, 2021 7:46 PM
Meagan Werth Ranson
FW: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: elleimch
Date: 3/21/21 11:04 AM (GMT‐08:00)
To:
Subject: FW: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: elleimch
Date: 3/20/21 6:25 PM (GMT‐07:00)
To:
Subject: FW: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: elleimch
Date: 3/20/21 6:25 PM (GMT‐07:00)
To:
Subject: FW: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo
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Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: elleimch
Date: 3/20/21 6:24 PM (GMT‐07:00)
To:
Subject: FW: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: elleimch
Date: 3/20/21 6:24 PM (GMT‐07:00)
To:
Subject: Still no equality in youth sports reclassification of water polo

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
2

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?

Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
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Thank You,

Michelle danko
‐‐
Mark St. John

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10+.

4

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Mindy Palma
Sunday, March 21, 2021 8:59 PM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada
athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money
to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and
love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to
sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same
consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have
seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says
MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 1922. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an
approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I
claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in
hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all
that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like
hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
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Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join
them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive
effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an
additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19
transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited
risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,

2

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Nick Fullerton
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow
Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown
our argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we
aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a
strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we
are water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and
teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division
one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to
return to play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are
allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host
tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making
process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021
Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first
sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament
March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to
acquire such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport
(second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they
were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the
puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they
can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
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Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You
just reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices
and the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a
disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk
of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which
kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus.
The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
Nick Fullerton
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Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been
denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same
time allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to
play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making
process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to
have weekly games and even host tournaments. All this is advertised on
their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made
unless your sport is reclassified by the Governor. That statement is false as hockey
has been given preferential treatment either with or without your knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under
current guidelines able to acquire an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey
has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport. No amount of
adjustments to game play can eliminate contact in such a sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is
prohibited under current guidelines.
1

3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified
as a high risk of transmission sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly
chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined
with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low
risk of transmission.
We ask that you reconsider your position on the classification of water polo and
immediately approve our request to host games.
Thank you for your time.
Thank You,
‐ Pat Beemer
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow
Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown
our argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we
aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a
strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we
are water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and
teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division
one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to
return to play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are
allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host
tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making
process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021
Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first
sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament
March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to
acquire such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport
(second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they
were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the
puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they
can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
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Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You
just reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices
and the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a
disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk
of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which
kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus.
The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
Pat Beemer
Head Water Polo Coach
Athletics Department
University of La Verne
1950 Third Street | La Verne, CA 91750
Office: (909) 448-1590 Mobile: (814) 215-5417
pbeemer@laverne.edu
laverne.edu
To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
Univ ersity of La Verne
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Water polo needs your help! Our request to re‐classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an
approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey.
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport.
In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when combined
with proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see
their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal
and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank You,
Patricia Kraatz
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Re-Classification of Water Polo
Supporting Document_Water Polo.pdf; Protocols_Request for Approval_Water Polo Events.pdf;
Reclassification of Water Polo.pdf

Dear Mr. Cage and Governor Sisolak,
It has come to my attention that Nevada, specifically the COVID-19 Task Force, arbitrarily denying water polo
equal protection under the classifications and restrictions imposed by the Task Force. Further, the Task Force
and the governor’s office have seemingly decided to ignore the legitimate concerns Mr. Mark St. John has
voiced at public forums and through correspondence to each of you directly, as well as your offices.
As an initial matter, it is wholly improper and insulting for our government representatives to ignore the
legitimate concerns and complaints of their citizens and constituents. Further, neither the task force nor any
other governmental entity, have provided a coherent reason supporting the seemingly arbitrary restrictions that
prevent water polo from being played in Nevada. I use the term “arbitrary” because the Task Force is allowing
swimming, hockey, and football to take place, but is denying water polo the same rights, without any scientific
basis supporting the allegation that water polo poses a higher risk of transmission than these sports, when
considering necessary protocols.
In addition to the scientific evidence accepted by the CDC and ALL OF OUR NEIGHBORING STATES,
common sense tells us that a sport taking place in a pool full of chemicals that kill the virus poses a much lower
risk of transmission than many of the other sports the Task Force has classified in manner that allows these
sports to be played at this time. I invite you to provide us with scientific studies and/or data that shows that
water polo poses any higher risk for transmission of COVID-19 than hockey, football, or swimming.
I implore you to consider the science, as well as your common sense, and re-classify water polo so that the sport
can be just like swimming, hockey, and football.
If you continue to ignore our requests for re-classification, we will have no choice but to proceed with legal
action.
Attached are the letters and information previously provided by Mr. St. John, which have been ignored.
Please contact myself or Mark St. John (702-477-5529 mark2polo@gmail.com) by the close of business
March 26, 2021.
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Sincerely,
Paul Albright, Esq.
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COVID PROTOCOLS
PRE TRAVEL
All athletes and coaches will be required to have a negative result COVID test in their hometown/state no more than 6 days
prior to the event. They will need to show proof of this before the on-site Rapid Test is performed. A negative result for the
initial test is mandatory. It is highly recommended those traveling as chaperones are also tested. All information will be kept
confidential.
We are asking that after the initial COVID test, each athlete will try to isolate themselves in their own "tournament bubble."
Taking all precautions to avoid any exposure to the virus prior to and during travel.
Once your entry is in, you will reserve a time to have the Rapid Test performed either prior to your 1st game, or at the Host
Hotel. A positive result at tournament check in will disqualify the individual athlete/coach from tournament participation. You
can choose to perform another Rapid Test, or a PCR test at a local lab the next day.
Also, athletes and coaches must sign the USA Water Polo COVID-19 Return to Play Release and Waiver through their
USAWP Membership portal.
While at the tournament site, masks are to be worn at all times unless you are in the water. Coaches and Admins, we are
asking you to take care of this in regards to your own team and families. We are not the mask police. If you or your team
(which includes parents/family) have an issue with the masks, a Covid Officer on site will either warn you or ask you to leave.
I am hoping everyone is compliant in this regard, as we hope to have a fun weekend of water polo. The facility has strict
rules, and if we can't follow them, it jeopardizes our ability to host.
Spectators will be limited to 2 per athlete, and 30 total per team
Forms and Documents for Testing
COVID-19 Parental Consent Form and Waiver(any athletes 18+ can sign for themselves)
AUTHORIZATION FOR USE OR DISCLOSURE OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION Proof of Negative Test dated no earlier than 6 days before event start date. Electronic or Hard Copy
Consider the above 3 documents your "Playing Passport." These documents must be presented when testing.
PLEASE PLEASE have these with you. I do not want to be the bad guy here. Testing company will not test anyone
who doesn't have the above documents. I want everyone to be able to participate. Please don't let a sheet of paper
with signatures be the thing that holds you back from that.
Additional Tests (Optional)
If you believe your test results in a false positive, you can have the choice to take another test. $49
If you would like to take a PCR test(most accurate), the medical staff running the test can administer them for $110
each. Samples will be collected on site Friday and Saturday morning for anyone choosing to take that option. Tests
will be taken to a local lab Saturday at 10am that will have the results expedited within 4-6 hours. (you may miss a
game(s) waiting for the results)
Reminder
No athlete or coach can participate unless they show a negative result on their pre-travel test and tournament onsite test.
The medical staff running the tests wants to remind all participants to be patient during your testing time. They are familiar
with sporting event testing and will get through each team efficiently as possible. Also reminding you to take all steps
necessary to put yourself in a position to participate in this event. Be diligent with your personal protection, cleanliness, and
social distancing at and leading up to the weekend.
Player and Parent Entrances
Players and Coaches will have a separate entrance from Parents/Spectators. See the attached photo for your designated
entrance. Parents/Spectators are not permitted on deck. Parents/Spectors are to maintain social distancing and to have a
mask on at all times in the facility. Please also see the pool deck map(attached) for your reference. Team areas are the
yellow boxes.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank You,

-Mark St. John

At the moment my application can not be approved because of the current classification of water polo in the current
guidelines. Even with all the testing protocols we will have in place, it can not be considered. After speaking with Terry
today, he mentioned I would need to get on the agenda of the NV COVID Task Force to potentially plead my case to allow
these events to take place.
My colleagues and I at USA Water Polo and would like to share some findings with you.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission” sport. In
fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects of
chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional disinfectant.
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming
pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.
I and the water polo community are open and willing to adhere to restrictions like other sports, and be given the opportunity to
participate in full contact practice and competition, similar to that of our neighboring states and other local high school sports.
Currently we are stuck with no options for participation opportunities for these athletes. These athletes are students of our
district, but don't have their sport available through their school. These athletes are still Student Athletes, and have chosen a
sport that is outside of their schools Varsity programs.
I am available and willing to work with you on finding a way to bring this sport back. Our neighboring states(including
California, Utah, and Arizona) are already allowing full contact water polo.
I respectfully ask that you reconsider the sport’s classification.
I understand water polo's current classification. With your guidance, I am hoping to better understand what it would take to
either; 1. Move water polo into a different classification. (I can provide studies and cases on how chlorinated water and the
chlorine gases that float above the water affect the virus) or 2. Keep water polo in its current classification, but allow these
events to proceed with the testing and protocols I have in place.
As a quick note, I have hosted 5 weekends of water polo events in January and February of 2021 in St. George, UT. Those
weekends hosted over 1,600 athletes and 110 teams in a safe and responsible manner. We had each athlete and coach test
no more than 6 days before each weekend, and they had to produce a negative COVID test result. When arriving at the
event, they all also had to take an onsite rapid test with a negative result before being permitted to compete. That is 2 tests
within 6 days of the event.
I am hoping to bring these safe and responsible events to my hometown.
I can share my application and all the protocols we have in place if you wish.
If this matter needs to be directed to someone else, please let me know. I am just trying to find a way. This will be the most
responsible run youth sports event. This sport is my passion, and I am willing to put in as much effort as is needed to find a
way to make it work.
I appreciate your time.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank You,
-Mark St. John

Dear Nevada Task Force Members:
We are writing to formally request that the State of Nevada reclassify current COVID-19 restrictions regarding
participation in water polo. Based on scientific data, we believe that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a
“high risk of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the
COVID-19 virus), and when combined with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low
risk of transmission. During water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The
positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an
additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19
transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk
of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.
Neighboring states, such as California and Arizona, have already acknowledged that water polo can resume safely. NCAA
Pac-12 Conference resumed training and competition – with participants including UCLA, USC, California, Stanford, and
Arizona State University, all of which are playing without evidence of their actions leading to higher infection rates. Last
week, the California Department of Public Health announced additional guidance allowing the state to resume
participation opportunities for “all organized youth sports and recreation— including school- and
community-sponsored programs, and privately-organized clubs and leagues.” This guideline was not restricted to
scholastic competition.
Water polo is now taking place across the United States while Nevada delays implementation because the sport is not
recognized through the NIAA high school system. In Nevada, swimming is allowed to go forward and we can simply
apply the same on deck protocols for water polo to ensure an equally safe environment. Last month, the National
Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) elected to remove colored tiers in evaluating the risk of COVID-19
transmission in high school sports and encouraged other sports authorities to do the same.
On the international front, Italy was hardest hit by COVID-19’s initial impact. Its oldest technical university, Polytechnic
Institute of Turin, issued a 400-page study of 387 sports. The study named water polo as the safest team sport. Similarly,
the Spanish Swimming Federation issued a technical paper arguing that “a well-maintained swimming pool is sanitary
safe” from COVID-19. The Dutch University Medical center of Utrecht provided further evidence that chlorine
inactivated COVID-19.
Safety protocols are now in place to train and compete safely in the USA. Science clearly identifies a much lower risk to
playing water polo than many other basic activities that are currently allowed. We can assure you that we are ready to
resume participation safely. The governing body for water polo in America, USA Water Polo, has issued protocols for a
safe return to play based on science and the experiences noted above. In the case of water polo, one size does NOT fit
all when applying general public health guidelines to a sport played in an environment hostile to the COVID-19 virus is
counterproductive at best. This was evident when the NIAA allowed high risk sports to resume competition with
additional measures. Unfortunately water polo was not included as it is not a recognized sport through the NIAA, so
those students are still restricted from participating in their sport of choice. However, just recently, Lacrosse was
reclassified by the state as an “intermediate risk of transmission” when it was previously classified as high risk.
We are asking for your help to allow water polo to fully open under strict safety rules. Please be our advocate with our
government and public health officials to follow the science and let our young people back in the chlorinated water to
pursue their dreams. You can make a difference in the lives of water polo athletes, and Team Vegas Water Polo needs
your help and support.
Sincerely,
Mark St. John - Head Coach Team Vegas Water Polo
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow
Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown
our argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we
aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a
strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we
are water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and
teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division
one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to
return to play.

No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports,
in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are
asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN.

CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
1

Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021
Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first
sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament
March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to
acquire such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport
(second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they
were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the
puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they
can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You
just reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices
and the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a
disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk
of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which
kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus.
The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
Kind regards,

PhilipSeelenbacher
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

2

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Piera Bignetti
Monday, March 22, 2021 8:04 AM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada
athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money
to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and
love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to
sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same
consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have
seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says
MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 1922. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an
approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I
claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in
hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all
that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like
hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
1

Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join
them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive
effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an
additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19
transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited
risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,

Piera Bignetti
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Renata Swieconek
Saturday, March 20, 2021 10:52 PM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
Renata Tinoco
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Rene Aguirre <
Thursday, March 18, 2021 1:49 PM

Subject:

Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the
same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire
an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see
their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal
and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank You,
Rene Aguirre
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Renee Resko
Sunday, March 21, 2021 8:37 PM
steve@stevesisolak.com; info@stevesisolak.com; PressRoom Nevada Health Response; Caleb Cage;
Meagan Werth Ranson; Terry Reynolds; COVID19 Plans; Victoria Carreon; Press Governor's Office;
news@news3lv.com; newsdesk@8newsnow.com; desk@fox5vegas.com; desk@ktnv.com;
contact@thenvindy.com; carrie.buck@sen.state.nv.us; elaine.marzola@asm.state.nv.us;
officeofthemayor@lasvegasnevada.gov; msymes@reviewjournal.com
Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Revolution Fitness Evolved
Monday, March 22, 2021 8:53 AM

Subject:

LET US PLAY PLEASE!!!

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richard Thornton
Tuesday, March 23, 2021 3:07 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow
Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown
our argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we
aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a
strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are
water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching
all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division one
collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to
return to play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing
other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021
Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first
sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament
March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to
acquire such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport
(second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they
were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck?
Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this tournament?
And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.
Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just
reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices
and the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are? We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a
disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk
of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which
kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus.
The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
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there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
Richard Thornton
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richard Thornton
Tuesday, March 23, 2021 3:05 PM
PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow
Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown
our argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we
aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a
strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are
water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching
all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division one
collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to
return to play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing
other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021
Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first
sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament
March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to
acquire such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport
(second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they
were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck?
Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this tournament?
And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.
Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just
reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices
and the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are? We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a
disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk
of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which
kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus.
The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
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there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
Richard Thornton
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richard Thornton <
Tuesday, March 23, 2021 3:09 PM

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Flag for follow up
Flagged

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow
Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown
our argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we
aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a
strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we
are water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and
teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division
one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to
return to play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are
allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host
tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making
process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021
Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first
sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament
March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to
acquire such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport
(second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they
were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the
puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
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tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they
can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You
just reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices
and the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are? We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a
disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk
of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which
kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus.
The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
Richard Thornton
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Water polo needs your help! Our request to re‐classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an
approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport.
In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when combined
with proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see
their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal
and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank You,
Rick Hizon
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Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
From: Rick Hizon
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 8:06:04 PM
To:
Subject: Equality in Youth Sports Reclassification of Water Polo

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re‐classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an
approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport.
In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when combined
with proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
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Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see
their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal
and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank You,
Rick Hizon
Sent from my iPhone
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At the same time, we are enjoying the NCAA March Madness, I am saddened and frustrated that the
State of Nevada task force has not reclassified the game of water polo.
While basketball players go chest to chest and perspire on one another, water polo players literally play in
liquid bleach (chlorine). There is zero scientific basis for believing play in liquid bleach is conducive to the
transmission of the COVID‐19 virus ‐ or any other virus.
Any athletic game played in chlorinated water should be among the first sports to be played safely in the
COVID‐19 pandemic ‐ not the last. This decision makes no sound sense to me.
For the sake of teenage water polo players, please reconsider the State's position on the classification of
water polo and approve the request to allow our children to play.
Thank you very much for your consideration.
Rieko Munatones
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Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in
the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and
even host tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is
reclassified by the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either
with or without your knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to
acquire an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high
contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current
guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of
transmission sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the
COVID-19 virus), when combined with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an
extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You
have made the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring
Breakers to flood our city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see
their city returning to normal and see their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider
water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your position on the classification of water polo and
immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Thank You,
Sandra Byrne
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Sara Hoffmann
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Sara Hoffmann
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Sara Hoffmann
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Sara Hoffmann
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I am writing to ask you a favor on behalf of my son and the rest of his water polo team. According to Governor Steve
Sisolak, Water polo is currently categorized as a sport “not safe” to play during this covid pandemic. Water polo is
played in a highly chlorinated pool. Since chlorine contains the same chemicals the cdc and the health district urge us to
use, to sanitize surfaces and reduce, if not, prevent the spread of the virus, the absurdity is baffling and extremely
frustrating. I know you are aware of the statistics; kids are the lowest risk group for contacting the virus, yet they are
still being punished through Sisolaks “rules.” Private schools are open, lunch rooms, P.E. classes, group science projects
are all happening without increases in cases. I understand it’s not possible to wear a face covering in the pool, but how
is it different than having a table full of kids eating lunch together in the cafeteria?
The most recent epidemiology suggestions say we can be 3 feet apart, so even pool sidelines and public areas are at less
risk of infection. Many adults and “at risk’ individuals are capable of getting vaccinated and not spreading the virus. If
they choose not to, that is not our children’s, the teams or the facilities fault. The casinos are operating well beyond
Sisolaks 50% capacity rule, and we know it’s impossible to social distance in a packed casino. We are not naive. Please
let our children play their games and practice in the most sanitary “playing field” of all, a chlorinated pool.
Thank you for you time,
Sara Hoffmann
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Sara Hoffmann
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Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to
pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a
safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to
get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non‐profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love
for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our
high school players to division one collegiate teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification
as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and
consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact ‐ Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen
these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE
GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
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Fact ‐ Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19‐
22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are
even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will
not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about
faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those
things. Rest assured they will.

Fact ‐ You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact ‐ While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in
their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when
combined with
proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects
of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional
disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID‐19 transmission
through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of
contamination and illness at well‐managed facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Sara Hoffmann
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Scott Hansen
Sunday, March 21, 2021 5:50 AM
Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada athletes to pursue the
sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a casino? Maybe we
don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall,
just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in
coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division one
collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No proof to
refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo,
the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision
making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE TO
SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have seen these
games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their
approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 19-22. How is a
sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are even noted here
as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and
that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the
puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be
canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified Lacrosse and
you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join them in their
path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to have
games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all
approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
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Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission” sport. In
fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive effects of
chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools,
while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at well-managed
facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

-Scott Hansen
Patent of Athlete
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Scott McManigal
Thursday, March 18, 2021 1:03 PM

Subject:

Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re‐classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other
sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly
games and even host tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is
reclassified by the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment
either with or without your knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines
able to acquire an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as
a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current
guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of
transmission sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the
COVID‐19 virus), when combined with proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an
extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort
pools. You have made the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy
and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US
TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see their peers are able to find options to play
1

their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your position on the
classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal
and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Scott McManigal
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Sean Welch
Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow
Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our
argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we
aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a
strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are
water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all
levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division one collegiate
teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return
to play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other
sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are
asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021
Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first
sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?

Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament
March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire
such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second
paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were
approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for
the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does
happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those things. Rest
assured they will.

Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just
reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and
the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant
that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of
transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills
the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The
positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at well-managed
facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Sean Welch
Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,

This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow
Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our
argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.

We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we
aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a
strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are
water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all
levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division one collegiate
teams.

Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return
to play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other
sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are
asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.

HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!

Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021
Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first
sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?

Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament
March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire
such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second
paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were
approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for
the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does
happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they can't do those things. Rest
assured they will.

Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just
reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and
the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant
that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of
transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills
the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The
positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at well-managed
facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Shane Topping
Monday, March 22, 2021 8:57 AM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada
athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money
to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and
love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to
sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same
consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR TOWN. CLICK HERE
TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have
seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says
MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 1922. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an
approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims
the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in
hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all
that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like
hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
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Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join
them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. WHY are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse,
and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive
effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an
additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19
transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited
risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
LET THEM PLAY. THIS IS COMMON SENSE. Chlorine kills COVID! Do the right thing for youth sports.
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Shirley DeFrancisci
Sunday, March 21, 2021 11:06 PM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow Nevada
athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown our argument and
supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we aren't a
casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a strong lobby or money
to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we are water polo players with passion and
love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to
sending our high school players to division one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to return to play. No
proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments. We are asking for the same
consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021 Schedule). I have
seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first sentence on that page. It says
MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament March 1922. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to acquire such an
approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I
claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in
hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all
that will not happen at this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like
hockey if they can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You just reclassified
Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
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Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I hope to join
them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices and the ability to
have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer, basketball, football, lacrosse, and
hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk of transmission”
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus. The positive
effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s surface acting as an
additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that there is NO evidence of COVID-19
transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited
risk of contamination and illness at well-managed facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
Shirley DeFrancisci
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Stacey Ogo
Sunday, March 21, 2021 4:29 PM

Subject:

Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re-classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the
same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire
an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission
sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID-19 virus), when
combined with proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see
their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal
and the ability to host games .
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Thank you for your time.
Thank You,
Stacey Ogo-Jurisic
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Dear Whom this May Concern,

I am curious to ask what City of Henderson and Clark County's plan to get basketball hoops
back up at parks is?
I understand that the only thing stopping basketball hoops from returning to parks is that players
are not allowed to come in contact with each other.
5.

Contaa spom, mcluding without limitation, martial arts, basketball, wrestling, nnd
boxing may only be offered in a manner where participants do oot physically
comaa other participants, or u:tivitics that require participants 10 perfonn within
six feet of each other.

(Per Section 14 of Directive 41)
But if this can be ensured then basketball hoops are allowed up.

All the City of Henderson has to do is put signs up around the court warning players to keep
proper social distance, bring your own equipment, & not engage in games/contact with other
players. That is what Northern Nevada & the City of Las Vegas do, which is why they are
allowed to have hoops up.
That is literally all you CAN do and it is what the City of Las Vegas and all of Northern Nevada
are doing.
So far there has been zero issues.

Having basketball hoops down causes more harm than good. I have witnessed this first hand...
The basketball court has also been a place where I go to, to ease my mind. It is a safe haven for
me (and many others) which allows me (and many others) to express myself and take my mind
off of everything that is happening in this crazy world. It is a coping mechanism and helps me
find light in the darkness.
Unfortunately, that freedom has been stripped from me and for many others in the city. We are
forced to watch other sports play, while we are stuck staring at empty backboards.
It hurts even more to know that if you take a 45 minute drive to Las Vegas or fly out to Northern
Nevada, there are areas where people have this freedom. Yet the City of Henderson, shows no
remorse in helping its citizens and makes no conscious effort to help out ALL of their
community.

Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Tom Norheim
Friday, March 19, 2021 12:23 PM

Subject:

Club Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Recently, you have opened up hospitality (Casinos, hotels, etc) to 50% or a max of 250 yet Club Water polo is not
allowed? 14 kids in a chlorinated pool vs 250 adults whom you know will not practice safe distance, especially if
alcohol is consumed. Then again, that means tax revenue. Can’t get in the way of money. Safety protocols are easy to
follow on a pool deck and Club officials will be OCD on the behavior for fear of shutting down. Please reconsider this
thought process on this action

Best Regards,
Tom Norheim

THIS COMMUNICATION IS INTENDED FOR THE SOLE USE OF THE PERSON TO WHOM IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS
PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION OR DUPLICATION
OF THIS COMMUNICATION BY SOMEONE OTHER THAN THE INTENDED RECIPIENT IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF YOUR RECEIPT OF THIS
COMMUNICATION IS IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER AND DELETE THIS COMMUNICATION.
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prev ented au tomatic
download of this pictu re
from the Internet.
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from the Internet.
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Select the following link to view the Disclaimer in an alternate language. http://www.kennametal.com/en/about-us/disclaimer.html
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

tom oneill
Monday, March 22, 2021 8:37 AM

Subject:

Still No Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Governor, NV Task Force, Department of Business & Industry,
This email is to implore you to reconsider your stance on reclassifying water polo in order to allow
Nevada athletes to pursue the sport they love, safely. You and taskforce leaders have been shown
our argument and supporting data for a safe return to play.
We cannot help but feel that we are not prioritized when it comes to youth sports. Is it because we
aren't a casino? Maybe we don't know the right “people” or political figure? Perhaps we don't have a
strong lobby or money to get noticed. We are, afterall, just a non-profit sports team. However, we
are water polo players with passion and love for this sport. We pride ourselves in coaching and
teaching all levels of play from beginners in splash ball to sending our high school players to division
one collegiate teams.
Sadly, your denial in today's meeting with the Coronavirus Response Director gave us no path to
return to play. No proof to refute that our sport is unsafe has been provided and you are
allowing other sports, in the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host
tournaments. We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making
process.
HOW CAN THIS BE APPROVED AND NOT WATER POLO!?! THIS IS HAPPENING NOW IN OUR
TOWN. CLICK HERE TO SEE A PACKED HOUSE AT THE POOL!
Fact - Hockey is having games weekly and it even says on their website (scroll down to 2021
Schedule). I have seen these games and can send you videos to support my claim. Look at the first
sentence on that page. It says MORE GAMES! Was their approval supposed to be a secret?
Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a hockey tournament
March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current guidelines able to
acquire such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high contact sport
(second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and that is how they
were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense on the
puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at this
tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they
can't do those things. Rest assured they will.
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Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You
just reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.
Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.
Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices
and the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a
disinfectant that kills the virus!
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk
of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which
kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus.
The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.
Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.
Thank You,
Mark St. John
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Valenzuela, Veronica
Friday, March 19, 2021 8:32 AM

Subject:

Equality in Youth Sports-Reclassification of Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re‐classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is unsafe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in the same
classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and even host
tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is reclassified by
the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either with or without your
knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to acquire an
approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of transmission sport.
In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the COVID‐19 virus), when combined
with proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You have made
the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring Breakers to flood our
city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their city returning to normal and see
their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water polo too. We ask that you reconsider your
position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal
and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
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Thank You,
You're name

Thanks!
Veronica Valenzuela
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

William Heindl
Thursday, March 18, 2021 8:45 PM

Subject:

Water Polo

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re‐classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is safe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in
the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games and
even host tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is
reclassified by the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either
with or without your knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.
1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to
acquire an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact
sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current
guidelines.
3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of
transmission sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the
COVID‐19 virus), when combined with proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an
extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You
have made the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring
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Breakers to flood our city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their
city returning to normal and see their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water
polo too. We ask that you reconsider your position on the classification of water polo and
immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Seaside Water Polo
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Thursday, March 18, 2021 9:56 PM
Fwd: Water Polo
Follow up
Flagged

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
From: William Heindl
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 8:44:45 PM
To:
Subject: Water Polo

Water polo needs your help! Our request to re‐classify water polo has been denied.
You have provided no proof to refute that our sport is safe. While at the same time allowing other sports, in
the same classification as water polo, the ability to play games and host tournaments.
We are asking for the same consideration and consistency in the decision making process.
You have allowed hockey, a sport that shares the same classification as water polo to have weekly games
and even host tournaments. All this is advertised on their websites.
We have done everything you have asked and been told NO exceptions can be made unless your sport is
reclassified by the Governor. That statement is false as hockey has been given preferential treatment either
with or without your knowledge.
We ask that you address and answer these questions.

1. How is a sport that shares the same prohibited classification as water polo under current guidelines able to
acquire an approval to host a local tournament? Hockey has been classified by our Governor as a high contact
sport.
2. How is hockey able to advertise they can have games weekly when such is prohibited under current
guidelines.
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3. How can water polo acquire the same treatment as hockey
4. Can you claim that we are being treated fairly and with equity.
Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a high risk of
transmission sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which kills the
COVID‐19 virus), when combined with proper on‐deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an
extremely low risk of transmission.
Governor and Task Force, your agenda has made time to allow water parks to open and resort pools. You
have made the effort to increase F&B occupancies. Our city is increasing hotel occupancy and allowing Spring
Breakers to flood our city. This is all great news...PLEASE FIND THE TIME FOR US TOO! Our athletes see their
city returning to normal and see their peers are able to find options to play their sport. Please consider water
polo too. We ask that you reconsider your position on the classification of water polo and
immediately approve our request to have our practices return to normal and the ability to host games .
Thank you for your time.
Seaside Water Polo
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Meagan Werth Ranson
From:
Sent:
To:

Lori.mcclaskey
Monday, March 29, 2021 4:09 PM

Subject:

Water Polo Return to Play

To whom it may concern,
I am writing to request a return to play for a water polo in the state of Nevada.
Water polo should not be considered a high‐risk sport. There is much evidence to show that playing a sport, bathed in
chlorine, including the chlorine gas vapors, makes water polo a very low risk sport. From all the data that I have seen,
there is no evidence of any transmission occurring during water polo, including in any of the numerous tournaments
that have been played in other states.
I am told that hockey has returned to play, which is wonderful, but not water polo?
Water polo is being treated unequally and youth and young adults who play are suffering unnecessarily. Not only are
they suffering because they are not allowed to participate in the sport that they love, as a healthy outlet which is SO
needed for them, but they are also at a disadvantage in their skill development and in college placement, because teams
in other states are playing.
Please reconsider your position on the classification of water polo and immediately approve their request to have
practices return to normal along with the ability to host games.
Thank you,
Lori McClaskey
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